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Famil)
High Winds
Two Local Women Honored Telephone Douglas'
Escapes Injuries
By National Publication Coop Names InMr.Storm At Home Hit Midwest
During Night
3 Directors

Nursing Home Seminar Is
Planned At Murray State

C. A. Morgan
Dies Saturday

a
•

Agreement Near
For PO Workers

and Mrs. Harold Speight of
women between the ages of 21
402 South 16th Street, Murray,
and 35 for their exceptional
received word through a ham
contributions to the betterment of
radio operator that their
on the basis of old work rules
their communities, professions, Three directors of the West daughter and family, Mr. and
By DONALD FINLEY
the current walkout.
Press
International
By
United
this
Nominations
for
WASHINGTON (UPI)—Nego- during
and country.
{entucky Rural Telephone Mrs. Dale Douglas and two sons,
has ordered the
Management
over
the
A
cold
air
system
national awards program are oope-ative were re-elected to Rodney and Allen, of Fayette,
tiators were reported near
rules suspended.- "This
made by women's organizations, :twee year terms at the coop's Iowa, were safe after a tornado Great Lakes unleashed tor- agreement today on a new old
blockbuster is completely unacchurches, alumni associations, annual membership meeting held had struck their home on Mon- nadoes, thunderstorms and contract for 750,000 postal
to the carriers and
ceptable
the
high
winds
in
damaging
and universities.
workers, but efforts to settle
Memorial day, July 12.
at
the
War
could easily lead to a staleMidwest during the night.
railroad
strike
hit
July
17.
Fairgrounds
Mayfield,
four-day
in
the
The Douglas house was twisted
A complete biographical sketch
mante of the negotiations,"
Some 1,000 members of the off the foundation and damaged Shower and thunderstorms acti- a snag.
of each nominee is included in the
said Sunday at the Labor
violent,
was
Hilts
though
not
as
vity,
to the talks
annual awards volume, Out- cooperative, which serves beyond repair by the storm, but scattered in other parts of the Sources close
Department. The talks were
Postal
new
U.S.
Calloway,
Graves,
Carlisle,
between
the
standing Young Women of
the furniture was not damaged. nation.
called off until 2 p.m. EDT
America, which is distributed Marshall and Hickman counties Three inches of water was A twister ripped through a Service and a coalition of seven today.
nationally as a reference In Kentucky—and Henry and reported in the Douglas' trailer court just outside Eau unions said before dawn that
UTU President Charles Luna,
agreement might be only "five
publication. The 1971 edition will Weakley counties in Tennessee basement after the storm.
in Dallas for a regional
Claire, Wos., killing one person or six hours away."
attended
the
meeting.
Communications in the town and injuring at least two
be published in November.
"talking like this
The postal contract was to meeting, said,
Cortez Schmidt, Graves were all out, and the Speights
others. It lifted after uprooting expire at 12:01 a.m. today, but is why railroad negotiations like
Announcement of this year's County, Stanley Jones, Carlisle
received the word of the Douglas 12 mobile homes and then set
this take two years."
Outstanding Young Women was County, and W. F. Cary, Henry
through a ham radio down again to the east, felling negotiators agreed to "stop the "Why they have to gag over
made on behalf of the Board of County, Tennessee, weere re family
located three miles trees and electric power lines. clock" at midnight Sunday gnats, when elephants are
Advisors by Miss Anis Capp, elected directors without op operator
because of the favorable tone of
Fayette.
from
Another tornado levelled
stampeding,I can't understand,"
program director.
position.
Mrs. Douglas is the former cornfields and uprooted trees at the talks.
Luna said.
the
strike
met
briefly
at
to
settle
the
The board
Georgia Carol Speight. Both she Princeton. Minn., about 25 Aftempis
About 9,000 UTU members
against the Southern and Union
vnclusion of the mernbershii and her husband, formerly of
miles east of St. Cloud.
Pacific Railroads and avert a struck the Union Pacific and
neeting and re-elected L. W Karnak, Ill., are graduates of
There we were in Memphis, too
A third twister was sighted strike against three more lines the Southern on Friday and the
Kurdock, Graves County Murray State University. Mr.
early to do anything and too late
near Greenfield, Mo., and Friday were blocked by an carriers immediately placed
president;
Stanley Jones Douglas works with the Doan
to drive home so we just go to the
clouds were also spotted "Insurmountable obstacle," ac- into effect on all other railroads
Carlisle County, vice-president Appraisal Company with home funnel
Holiday Inn for the night. There
some western Illinois
cording to John P. Hilts Jr., work rule changes they say are
Schmidt, Graves County offices in St. Louis, Mo. The over
Cortez
In the dining room they had a
cities.
and George
lecretary ;
spokesman
for the nation's rail needed to eliminate outmoded,
here
in
family
visited
Douglas
administration:
band "Reid McCoy & the Com- The first on-campus seminar In home
In Red River, N.M., lightning carriers.
expensive and inefficient practiStephenson,
Graves
County
June for one week:
mon Law Catfish". They sounded the
killed four cyclists who had 'Hinz said the United Trans- ces. Some UTU members were
continuing
education organization, personnel T'reasurer.
a lot better than their name program for Nursing Home management and inter-personal
sought shelter under some trees portation Union demanded their laid off.
business Other board members include
and
Implies. Also several Memphis Administrators will be held today relations,
during a rainstorm. Taos nonstriking members be paid
(Continued on Pip Ten)
Roy M. Lowe, Graves County;
State Students, voice majors through July 23 at Murray State management.
County undersheriff Ernie TruE.
T.
Inman,
Marshall
County;
Thirty persons have been
apparently, put on a pretty good University.
said one of the victims
jillo
Herman Darnell, Calloway
show from the musical "Dames The five-day seminar, spon- enrolled for the seminar.
died of severe burns caused by
County;
and Lassiter Hill,
at Sea". Not bad.
the lightning bolt while the
sored by the educational com- These Murray faculty mem- Calloway County.
other three were apparently
mittee of the Kentucky Nursing bers will provide instruction: Farland Robbins, Mayfield
Clarence A. Morgan of Murray killed by concussions. The
McCoy played the trumpet Home Association, will be held in Wallace Baggett, director of the
attorney, presided over the Route One died suddenly
Herman Green the sax. They else the Mason Nursing Building with division of social work in the
accident occurred in a valley in
business session and conducted Saturday afternoon at his home.
had an electric geetar, some sessions from 9to 12 a.m. and Ito Department of Sociology and
the remote Black Copper
the
the
election
of
directors.
By KIM WILLENSON
Anthropology; Eugene Flood,
He was 78 years of age.
more strings, a piano, an 4:30 p.m. each day.
Canyon area of the Carson
the base in two days, causing
the The deceased was a member
of Robbins incorporated
professor
SAIGON (UPI)—Communists light casualties and damage,
drums. The drummer would have
Forest.
According to Sandra Higgins, associate
organization
in
1851
and
has
Coldwater
Cole,
and elder of the
Hail three-quarters of an inch attacked the big American base military spokesmen said.
made Gene McCutcheon ant R.N., nursing home ad- management; Ruth
served as its attorney since that Church of Christ. His wife,
In diameter pounded the ground at Phu Loi 13 miles north of Military sources said an
Chuck Simons green with envy ministrator at Senior Citizen chairman of the Department of
time.
Bernice, died November 7S, 1970. southwest of Moline, Ill., while Saigon today even as President undetermined sized force "big
Oh well, maybe not green but he Nursing Home in Madisonville Nursing; Dr. William Grasty,
Percy L. Finks, general
was good anyway.
and chairman of the K.N.H.A. chairman of the Department of manager of the cooperative, told He was born December 11, 1892, hail approximately a half-inch Nixon's current program to enough to do a lot of shooting
educational committee, the Accounting; Delbert Honchzd, the group the total cost of the and was the son of the late John in diameter pelted Kirksville, Withdraw 100,000 more U.S back" assaulted the perimeter
troops out of Vietnam by Dec. 1 of the base, wounding one
of
professor
C Morgan and Martha Gruggett Mo.
Reading a newspaper frorr seminar will provide participants assistant
cooperative's plant is $7,142,189.
Severe thunderstorms accom- passed the halfway mark a American. They said bunker
Louisiana in which a store ad with in-depth instruction "to management; Eugene Hum, That the cooperative had a net Kogan.
gurvivors are two daughters,
of
professor
high winds lashed month ahead of schedule.
verdant"Bea amerinime weys,t4 ilallae-4111111M IMMO ••••Iont tor- Assistant
gourds wousded three Seeqllltiktelephones last year Ai's. Katie Adams of Mayfield panied by
management; Dr. Alta Presson, gain of 562
eastern Iowa, injuring two The U.S. command an- nista.
to buy". Four of them were b) sing home administrators."
10,637
of
which
total
made
a
Route Seven and Mrs. Rachael Dubuque County residents and nounced today that 233,300 Military spokesmen said the
some type of credit card and the The seminar also will provide professor of home economics and
the end of the Adams, 422 South 8th Street,
fifth was, of all things "CASH" course credits needed by nursing nursing, and Laverne Ryan, phones in service at
downing power and telephone American servicemen were in Phu Loi base caught five •
Murray; one son, Ralph D. lines. Several buildings were Vietnam as of last Thursday. rounds of rocket fire that
Whoever heard of paying cash. home administrators to meet assistant professor of business year.
Bun Wilson's band provided Morgan of Murray Route One;
education.
damaged by winds and falling Withdrawals averaged 4,000 a caused "light casualties and
state licensing requirements.
crowd.
five sisters, Mrs. Celia Black, debris.
week all year until mid-June light material damage." The
Reading where a fellow says In the past, the association's Guests lecturers will include: entertairunent for the
The program closed with the Mrs. Berdie Garland, and Mrs.
when they were cut back to big base, which houses dozens
"The Lord helps those who help programs have consisted of twoand
60
between
50
Winds
(Continued on Page Teo)
awarding of a number of at. Effie Adams,all of Murray, Mrs.
themselves and the government'day workshops, most of them
were clocked at, 2,760 a week because they are of helicopters and several
miles
an
hour
tendance prizes and a barbecue Dixie Pogue of Henderson, and
helps those who don't".
Moline, Ill., and Burlington and so far ahead of schedule.
battalions of artillery, was hit
held in Louisville or Lexington, in
luncheon was served at-noon.
Mrs. Mamie Adams of Graves Cedar Rapids, Iowa while 68- Communist
107-millimeter with a groinid probe for the
hotels, with American Nursing
County; one brother, Hobart mile-an-hour winds swept rockets hit Phu Loi today in the first time this year Sunday in
After seeing those pictures of the Home Association officials and
Morgan of Murray; ten grand- through Kirksville, Mo.
second such attack in two days. an incident thus far not
storm damage in flinry County other experts in the health care
children; five great
grand- Eastward in the Ohio Valley, A Communist force advanc- reported by the U.S. command.
we can be grateful that it was no field as guest lecturers.
children.
worse here.
flash flood alerts were in effect ing under 107mm rocket fire The attack, followed by more
The seminar at Murray will
Mrs. Mary Lucy Edwards of
-Funeral services are being held after thunderstorms dumped assaulted the Phu Loi base than six weeks of relative quiet
cover three areas of nursing
402 Sycamore Street, Murray, Sheriff Clyde Steele was today at two p.m. at the Coldtoday but was driven off. One at the base, signiaed a new
Seems as though anchor wires or
passed away Sunday at 2:15 p.m notified of a theft from the home water Church of Christ with Bro. excessive amounts of rain in American and three Commu- spate of fighting in the Saigon
cables might be a good idea for
at the Convalescent Division of of Mr. and Mrs. Johnson Canady Coleman Crocker and Bro. Ralph souther Ohio, West Virginia and nists were reported wounded. area. South Vietnamese troops
anyone living in a mobile home,
the Murray-Calloway Count) of New Concord Road which Reaves officiating.
Along the Demilitarized Zone uncovered sizeable stockpiles of
Virginia.
unless it is located in some
Hospital.
protected spot.
occurred in a breakin of the house Grandsons are serving as Louisville, Ky., received 3.35 (DMZ) dividing the two Viet- weapons, ammunition and exShe was 93 years of age rine on Friday night.
pallbearers who are Dale Adams, Inches in one six hour period nams, U.S. B52 bombers today plosives in three locations 20 to
North
Vietnamese 30 miles from the capital
.From October, 1969, to May, Mrs. Rosie Nelson of Hardin was a member of the Seventh
Stolen from the home were a n Dallas Adams, Jerry M. Key, and Lexington got 1.52 inches pounded
rocket installations to the north Saturday. Spokesmen said they
1971, "approximately 100 deputy Route One succumbed Sunday at and Poplar Church of Christ. Ha rifle, portable television, and Junior Furgerson, Hal Barron, int the same time.
Early morning temperatures of Fire Base Fuller a few hours were the biggest finds this
U.S. marshals participating in 12:20 p.m. at the Long Term Unit husband, Dan Edwards, died some rings, according to Sheriff and R. B. Morgan.
Burial will be in the Coldwater ranged from 43 at Marquette, after the Communists bombard- year.
the screening of over 50 million of the Benton Municipal Hospital. October 26, 1954. She was born Steele. He was notified of the
April 3, 1878, and her parents brealcin by Canady'adaughter Church of Christ cemetery with Mich., to a high of 93 at ed the reconstructed outpost Military sources said the
domestic airplane passengers She was 91 years of age.
with mortars.
made 408 arrests and confiscated The deceased was the wife of were the late French Starks and who had been staying at the home the arrangements by the J. H. Thermal, Calif.
Communists appeared to have
The B52s hit the sites, used to set up mechanisms for
while her parents were in Churchill Funeral Home.
110 weapons—consisting of Ed Nelson who died in 1951. She Betty Lentz Starks.
opening
that
finally
rockets
fire
122mm
was
a
Survivors
are
five
member
daughters
of the Olive
pistols, knives, sawed-off
Florida.
a new supply corridor into the
Fuller
a
evacuation
of
forced
shotguns and a hand grenade. United Methodist Church. Mrs. Mrs. Ethel Darnell of Murray,
Saigon area from the Parrot's
month ago, aster striking at Beak region
Also confiscated were $1.5 million Nelson was born January I, 1880, Mrs. Ina Tressie York of
of the Cambodian
suspected Communist storage
worth of narcotics and $130,000 in and her parents were the late Jim Mayfield, Mrs. Ella Rye, Mrs.
frontier, similar to one used by
Shau
Valley.
near
the
A
areas
Rachel
and Nettie Warren.
McDermott, and Mrs.
cash."
Two persons were cited by the The Murray Fire Department The North Vietnamese bar- the Communists before the 1968
Mrs. Nelson is survived by four Verne] Mordis, all of Detroit,
Police Department on answered two calls on Saturday, rage of 82nun mortar rounds Tet offensive.
Murray
No telling how many skyjackings daughters, Mrs. Lois Burpoe of Mich.; one son, Paul Edwards of
according to the citation but one of them turned out to be a did not damage the mountain- In Saigon, the South VietnaSunday,
the
of
received
been
Word
has
Clarksville,
Tenn.;
ten
grandBenton,
Mrs.
Tula Clark of Ohio,
were prevented by this screening
mese government appealed to
false alarm.
top Fuller Base which forms North Vietnam
Mrs. Euel Nanny and Mrs. Ezba children; twenty great grand- death of James N. McPherson of reports.
to discuss
process.
Saturday
at
12:40
p.m.
the
seven
at
was
citation
first
The
Friday.
the northwest corner of a
Beale, both of Hardin Route One; children; five great great New York City who died
firemen
were
called
to
the
disorderly
for
person
a
for
p.m.
He was 27 years of age.
defense line along the Demilita- (Continued on Page Ten)
..According to the book, "16 one sister, Mrs. Izona Byers of grandchildren.
of Marion conduct. At 10:24 p.m. the Police residence of James Tipton at 213 rized Zone (DMZ), military
American Jurisprudence 2d," Paducah; fourteen grand- Funeral services will be held He was the brother
Murray who is cited one person for speeding, North 13th Street. The booster spokesmen said.
page 189: "While statements of children; twenty-eight great Tuesday at 2:30 p.m. at the E. McPherson of
and burial drag racing, reckless driving, was used to extinguish the flames Fuller, five miles south of the
funeral
attending
the
chapel
of
the
J.
H.
Churchill
grandchildren;
twenty-one
great
principle contained in the
Wednesday in fleeing police officer, un- from an electrical short. The DMZ, was overrun June 23 by a
held
services
to
be
Funeral
Home
with
Bro.
Roy
great
grandchildren.
Declaration of Independence do
necessary noise,and going wrong house was reported owned by powerful North
Charleston, South Carolina.
Vietnamese
not have the force of organic law The funeral services will be Beasley and Bro. Henry Hargis
Marjorie Ahart.
his
way on one way street.
by
McPherson is survived
assault, then recaptured a day
held Tuesday at one p.m. at the officiating.
The second call came at 1:45 later. It changed hands several Revival services are being held
(Continued on Page Ten)
chapel
of the Linn Funeral Interment will be in the Murray wife, four children, father,
p.m. which was a false alarm. times after that. It was left in this week at the North Fork
four
and
sisters,
two
grandfather,
Cerntery
with
the
arrangements
Home, Benton, with Rev. Julian
The firemen were called to 502 ruins from rocket and mortar Baptist Church with Rev. Buck
Warren, and Rev. L. E. Moore by the J. H. Churchill Funeral brothers including Marion E
Walnut Street.
Home where friends may call. McPherson of Murray.
bombardments of as many as Morton of the West Paris Baptist
officiating.
Church as the evangelist.
The Almo Church of Christ is
1,000 rounds a day.
Pall bearers will be Edsel
Vacation
Bible
Family
holding
a
It since has been rebuilt With The meeting opened today,
Beale, Rev. R. J. Burpoe, Joe
School this week, July 19-23,from
a network of concrete bunkers Monday, July 19, and will conMason Norwood, Dwain Dotson,
7:30 to 9:00 each evening.
Kentucky: Cloudy today with John Ed Turner, and Tom
and a company of South tinue through Sunday, July 25,
The theme for the Bible School
scatterd showers and thun- Nanny.
By United Press International
Vietnamese infantry accompa- with services at 2:30 p.m. and
will be "The Christian Family" Navy Seaman Danny W. nied by a U.S. support team to eight p.m. daily.
derstorms. Chance of a few Burial will be in the Barnett GUERILLAS SURRENDER
and there will be Bible lessons, Paschall, son Of Mr. and Mrs. operate sensor equipment de- The church and the pastor,
locally severe thunderstorms Cemetery in Marshall County
Israeli authorities report another 17 Palestinian guerillas
central and east portion during with the arrangements by the surrended in Israeli territory today to flee what guerilla gospel singing and classes for all Charles 0. Paschall Sr. of Route signed to detect Communist Rev. A. D. Vaden, invite the
7, Murray, was graduated from movement in
the afternoon. Decreasing Linn Funeral Home of Benton spokesmen call a virtual massacre by Jordanian troops. And the ages.
the jungles public to attend.
A ten minute assembly will be Basic Submarine School at New nearby.
cloudiness tonight with scattered where friends may call.
Israelis say still more refugees are expected.
held in the auditorium each London, Conn.
thunderstorms southeast.
Communist gunners hit the
evening at 7:30 followed by an The school provides training big US. Phu Loi helicopter and
Tuesday, fair, mild and less
APPOLLO 15 TEST PLANNED
hour class period and a closing for more than 20,000 men yearly artillery base 13 miles north of
humid. Highs today and Tuesday
Cape Kennedy-A special test ot the Apollo 15 command ship assembly.
in submarine operations and Saigon with 107mm rockets
mostly in the Ms. Lows tonight
The Christian Social Concerns
was planned today at Cape Kennedy. kithorites were trying to
Nine classes have been specialized procedures.
mostly in the 60s.
today in the second attack on
Committee will meet Tuesday,
see whether an electrical fluctuation whk h occurred Wednesday scheduled including a supervised
Sgt. Mozell Phillips of the will happen again under similar circumstances. But they said the nursery. For transportation or
July 20, at 7:30 p.m. at the
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
today additional information call 435FACULTY BRIDGE
Douglas Community Center.
THEFT REPORTED
Kentucky: Extended weather Murray Police Department fluctuation was not enough to affect launch one week from
The Muttay State University
All citizens who are interested
4782,
outlook, Wednesday through suffered a heart attack on Sunday
GOVERNORS TO HEAR PLAN
The Murray Police Depart- Faculty Bridge will meet in in dealing with community
Friday. Fair to partly cloudy and at his home.
FREleRTITENS
ment was notified of the theft of Rooms Three and Four of the concerns on a person to persor
South Sioux City, Neb.-Governors of Nebraska,Iowa and South
mild Wednesday through Friday. He is listed in serious condition
Five kittens, one week old, are an RCA three band radio, black, Student Union Building on basis are invited to attend, ac
Wednesday by officials of the Murray- Dakota will present a plan to the Midwest Governors Conference
Lows upper 50s
increasing to the 60s Friday Calloway County Hospital where today to directly involve state government in the formulation of free to persons for pets. See them on Sunday, by Mrs. Curry of 102 Friday, July 23, at 7:30 p.m. All cording to Joe Prince, chairmar
members are urged to attend
of the committee.
he was admitted last night.
,
national farm policy.
at 1311 Vine Street, Murray.
Spruce Street, Murray.
Highs in the flOs.
Mrs.
Lochle
Overbey
Christopher and Mrs. Mary
Karrick Ward have both been
Well, we welled to ourself the selected to appear in the 1971
edition of Outstanding Young
other day, we better get us a
Women of America, the director
physical. Here it is 1971 and the
of the awards program has anlast time we really had a going
over was at the end of WWII nounced.
Mrs. Christopher is the wife of
which was at least three years
Ronald Christopher and they live
ago at the very minimum.
at 1214A Peggy Ann Drive. Mrs.
Ward is the wife of N. K. Ward
So we set up an appointment in
and they live at 1609A Locust
Memphis and there we were
Drive.
Saturday right on the dot.
Both women will now be considered for Kentucky's OutWe were probed, stuck, punched,
standing Young Women of the
peered at and into, pressed on,
Year Award which is presented
felt of, gone over, x-rayed, annually in all of the 50 states
and
cardiogramed, tested, the District of Columbia.
questioned. We were all geared
The purpose of the Outstanding
up to stay two or three days, but Young Women of
America
the doctor couldn't find anything Program is to recognize young
wrong so it was just an afternoon
deal.

of
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Mrs. Edwards
Passes Away

Reds Attack Large U.S.
Base Near Saigon Today

Theft Reported At
Canady Home Here

91 Year Old
Woman Expires

Brother Of Local
Man Dies Friday

Two Persons Are
Cited By Police

Fire Department
Answers Calls

North Fork Church
To Hold Revival

Bible School Now
At Almo Church

The Weather

World News In Brief .. .

Sgt. Phillips Has
Heart Attack

VI

Paschall Is Graduate
Of Submarine School

Concerns Committee
To Meet Tuesday
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FRANKFORT (UPI): The
state Board of Education
has passed a motion that
would end the running
feud between the board
and the state's Legislative
Research Commission.
The board said it will
rescind a regulation it
passed several months ago
which said any administrative regulation could be
waived by a vote of the
board.
THE LEGISLATORS objected to the waver of regulations, saying the state
board
was
not
going
through the proper channels to amend its administrative rules.
The board replied that
the regulation was needed
especially for granting calamity days for local boards
of education. The state law
says schools must be in session 185 days a year with
180 days for classes.

The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
Is the Integrity of its NeveSpaper

MONDAY—JULY 19, 1971

Ten Years Ago Today
LUMINA•TIMMS FILE

Mrs. Lillie Melton, age 63, died July 18, and Edgar T. Cooper,
age 71, died on July 17.
The Area Pony League Baseball Tournament will get underway
July 19 at seven p.m. at the Murray City Park, according to
Danny Fortner, reporter.
Mrs. Belva Dill, worthy matron,and 1311e1 Stalls, worthy patron,
presided at the meeting of Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of
the Eastern Star.
Mrs. Mary Ross has returned home after a visit with her
daughter, Mrs. Dwight Stone, Mr. Stone, and daughter, Jan, of
Jacksonville, Fla.

WHEN
INCLEMENT
weather or other problems
such as broken furnaces
force closing of 'schools,
antra is impossible to meet
the 185-day requirement,
the state board must approve a waiver of the
school days requirement.

20 Years Ago Today
LaDGER

1
•

TIKES PILE

Jim Cuthvan, assistant football coach at Fulton High School,
has been appointed as assistant football coach at Murray State
College.
Sgt. James; W. Knight of Hazel is pictured as he and his friends
help distribute clothing, donated by people of Murray and Hazel,
to needy German children in the Wiesbaden Military Post Welfare
Room.
The Wheatley Lumber Company, located on South 12th Street,
is now open for business.
U.Malcolm Sublett has been recalled to active service and will
be stationed at Camp Breckenridge. He is married to the former
siks
Janice Weatherly of Murray.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
likewise I say unto you, there is Joy in the presence of the
angels of Gad over one sinner that repentetb.--Luke 15:10.
Return to God, repent, and make a whole angel chorus sing for
joy. It will make you happy, too!

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
Government never stops growing. Someday the
- municipal, state and federal payrolls will at last
. succeed in swallowing all of the people into their
'swelling bellies. That will be the day when our
nation will pass out from the biggest and most
painful stomach-ache the universe has ever seen.
"Government is the common enemy of

I .

I

all decent citizens."
—H. L. Mencken

Collegians tight
for right to vote
FRANKFORT (UPI): The president of the University of
Kentucky student body has charged that Kentucky college
students are being denied the concept of one-man, onevote.
Scott Wendelsdorf told the Frankfort Optimist Club.
"students live in a community four years of their lives,
contribute to its economy, pay taxes, are subject to the
law of the community and serve in community programs,
but still cannot participate m its government."
Wendelsdorf, a third-year law student at UK, said the
students are courted on the city and county census where
their schools are located, but have to vote where their
parents live.
"This requirement is contrary to the Supreme Court's
one-man, one-vote ruling." he said.
Several UK students have filed net in U. S. District
Court at Lexington seeking the right to vote in Lexington
and Fayette County
Wendelsdorf said similar suits have been filed in other
states. but the first ruling is expected in Kentucky.

'Hot' campaign thwarted
SAIGON (UPI): Nguyeh Van Hau, who told police
he hoed to be a South Vietnamese National Assembly candidate, was arrested yesterday on charges of
:Mating 11.255 sheets of tin from a U.S. government warehouse, which he planned to sell to raise
campaign funds.
Hau. a commissioner in the Social Welfare Ministry. admitted he stole the tin from a U.S. AgencY
for Interntional Developmmt (AID) warehouse by
using forged vouchers which stated that he was enlo the metal as a government official.
Police arrested 25 other persons in the case and
indicated others might be involved. The tin is valued
at $35,000.
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Tax troubles
20 million taxpayers may owe
large amounts at year's end
WASHINGTON (UPI): Internal Revenue Set-vice forsees about 20 million taxpayers owing far more income tax at the end of this
year than they anticipate.
Chief culprit in the situation are the new withholding tax tables, which in several categories are too generous. The result is that an
Insufficient amount is
being withheld from paychecks. This deficit, building up throughout the year,
results in a larger than
usual lump sum payment
that will be due at next
tax-filing time.
IF YOU are in any of
these groups you probably
are among those who will
be in trouble because of
insufficient withholding:
•A working couple.
• Any employe who will
earn more than $11,500
this year and who intends
to claim the $1500 standard
deduction or who will itemize deductions totaling less
than 13 per cent of salary.
• An unmarried employe who will earn more
than $15,000 this year.
• A married employe,
whose spouse is not employed
who will earn
$25,00ti or more.

year up that to 13 per cent
with a limit of $1500. But
the withholding tax tables
continue to allow the 13
per cent regardless of income with no stopping
point.
For example, an unmarried taxpayer with a
$15,000 income this year,
will be given credit for
$1950 in deductions on the
withholding tax tables (13
per cent x $15,000). But
when he files his tax return
he will be restricted to
$1500 for his deductions.
Because of the $450 in excessive deductions built
into the withholding tax tables, this worker will owe
an additional $141.50 at
tax-filing time.

New in +he
neighborhood?
If's not all bad...

BERSERK SOLDIER
TIJUANA, Mexico (UPI)—An
army guard killed four fellow
soldiers with an automatic rifle
and wounded two others Friday
IRS is so concerned that
before a captain shot him dead
it has just issued
second
at the Federal Garrison warning in the its
last two',
authorities reported.
menths on the situation.
Col. Alfonso V. Ballesteros The tax agency has urged
Pelayo, commanding officer of all its own employes to rethe Fifth Infantry Battalion, view their situations for
said Pvt. Ezequiel Ocegura this year and to arrange
Gomez, 21, opened fire on his for increased withholding
companions for no apparent from their salary if they
fall in the above groups.
reason.
WORKING COUPLES
will be hard hit—as many
as 14 million could be
faced with problems—because the withholding system gives each of them
credit for the low income
foday:=dams
allowance. But when they
her interest in the lobby
file a joint return after
But, says a ranking
next Jan. 1 they will be
efforts for GI babies today.
the
at
Vietnam
spokesman
permitted to claim only one
Her foundation is presently
in
embassy
"If
Washington:
1700
some
such allowance.
for
caring
the
United
wishes,
States
The other groups will be
"Amerasians" m five counwe will be very responsive
affected because of tbts
tries.
to worth.
* something out."
year's change in the methIn other words, with AmerShe gets donations from
od of determining the
ican help, 'We would help
standard deduction. In
around the world ("Many
prior years the standard
these children in every way
women will send indeduction—for those not
possible."
money, I suppose, because
itemizing their deductions
they think their ions or
Mr. Nixon, do you bear?
—was 10 per cent of total
husbands are involved")
"If the United States
income, up to a maximum
But as for an ultimate soluwishes ... we would help
of $1000.
tion, she thinks it's in
these children in every way
Washington's hands:
THE RULES for this
"In all my years el
waging, I've never mime
The Almanac
close to getting the govBy United Press International
ernment to do anything.
Today is Monday, July 19,
Now I'm convinced that
200th day of 1971.
moral
get
we'll never
The moon is between its last
about it, but I hope and
A CNEMA CEN119 FILMS RIS(NTATiCri
quarter and new phase.
riciescorpo arviniecrionPlis
are
stars
morning
The
Venus,
practical.
A Po*Cert GINCIPt OCTUES
get
pray we'u
and
Mars
Saturn.
about it.
The evening stars are Mercu"There is nothing more
ry and Jupiter.
important for our nation
COMING WED.
FRANKFORT (UPI):
Those born on this day are
right now, for our image in
Kentucky's toll road system
rat Plansit.then Benimith.now
under the sign of Cancer.
Asa, than for our governbrought in $15.586.942 durment and people to respond
American author A. J. Cronin
ing the fiscal year ending
to these helpless babies
was born July 19, 1896.
Form,
state's
the
all
with
30,
June
and say, 'We recognize our.
On this day in history:
toll roads hiving record
responsibilities'."
rw plaissinET
In 1870 the Franco-Prussian
years but two.
MISS BUCKS' plea for.
began.
War
The Bluegrass Parkway
TtIEApES
American liability has some
In 1941 Premier Josef Stalin
and the West Kentucky
precedents.
international
4111*
in II Luiro
r•AlaveciteRocue
over
took
post
the
of defense
Parkway 'extension were
The French, most notably
commissar in Russia as World
enjoying
not
roads
only
the
have for 25 years granted
War II spread over much of
record years.
automatic citizenship to
Europe.
Bluegrass Parkway's toV i e tFrench-fathered
In 1967 82 persons, including
namese orphans. Some' tal of $1,850,000 was down
about 8.5 per cent from last
Navy Secretary-designate John
10,C00 have thus been takyear, while the West KenMcNaughton, were killed when
en from the streets.
TONITE & TUE.
tucky Parkway extension
an airliner collided with a small
Yet the French solution
was down about 2.6 per
plane over North Carblina.
--citizenship and adoption
cent from last year to
In 1969 Mary Jo Kopechne
—is probably not the an$198,752.
was drowned when the car in
swer for America. U. & citiOther toll roads and their
zenship is difficult because
which she was riding with U.
earnings:
of laws.
Sen. Edward Kennedy plunged
Parkway,
Mountain
says
adoption,
mass
And
off a bridge in Massachusetts.
$1,261,792.
Rev. John Shower of the
Parkway
extenMountain
Church World Service
A thought for today: French
'COMING WED.
sion, $496,835.
would be an insufferably
novelist Andre Maurois said,
Jackson Purchase Parksnobbish activity: "Adop"THE UCKERISH
"There are certain persons for
way, $398,214.
tive parents usually want
Western Kentucky ParkQUARTET" &
whom pure truth is a poison."
nice, cute, cuddly kids.
way,$498,835.
Therefore we would Ignore
;"WEIRD LOVEMA/TERS"
Pennyrile Parkway and
the many wounded, blind
the Sebree toll bridge, BABY'S JOKE MISFIRES
or handicapped Vietnam
$1,531,099.
orphans.
(6)URRAY
Bridge,
Shawneetown
STRATFORD, England (UPI)
"No, what the children
MASI.
DRIVE
—Two-year-old Paul Johnson's
need is not a U. S. up,
IN
mother did not appreciate the
bringing, but a Vietnamese
FERTILE COW
joke when he crept up behind
7:30-Start Dusk
They need
upbringing.
HUDSON FALLS, N.Y. (UPI) her, put his hands over her
love, care and underTONITE thru WED.
—The news from the Gorkon eyes and shouted: "Peek-astanding, by and in the
Aubrey Farm in nearby Smiths boo!"
company of their own
Basin this week is that Elizabeh
people."
Love Genwobon
gave birth to triplets.
Mrs. Delcina Johnson, 32,
Elizabeth, a cow, gave birth haPpelled to be driving the
In sum, Shower adds,
they are not Americans., to a bull calf and two heifer family car at 30 miles per hour
"They are Asian Ameri- calves Thursday. Les Nutter, at the time. The vehicle
Washington County extension swerved across the road and hit
cans."
service agent, said It was a a parked van.
THUS THE onus shifts rarity —about as rare as the
Mrs. Johnson received mulOP
again to the U. S. govern- birth of quintuplets to humans. tiple head injuries
requiring
ment. Vietnam, still hopeUntil the triplets arrived, several stitches as well as a
lessly torn apart by war, Elizabeth was generally recannot, will not, give high ferred to only as "No. 41." Her black eye. The car was badly ,tire_ •,,...0n4nftwisis
4
%PC.pt L I
priority treatment to GI ba- offspring have not yet been damaged. But baby Paul was
C•011,1
unhurt
bies
named

Qrphans of Vietnam war

U.S. ignores
20,000 GI babies
BY TOM TIEDE
PHILADELPHIA (NBA):
Whether or not the Vietnam war is, as some say,
winding down, the social
consequences of U.S. in-.
vehement there are asaredly winding up.
Take Phan use Minh,
alias Eddie. He is the
residt of a
careless alliance between
an American soldier and
a Vietnamese whore. He
Is half white. half brown,
MB East, half West—
and, at eight years of
age, all orphan.
What is he? A bastard.
Who is he? A social consequence.
Last seen be was smoking a cigaret on a street in
Plenum, abandoned by his
mother, never known by
his father, waiting to shine
the shoes of passersby.
There are thousands like
him in Vietnam. Nobody
knows precisely how many.
Since, as the French say, in
Vietnam "c'est un pays approximatis" (everything is
concerned
mate),
can only estimate

:=

the total of orphaned (a
babies.
A conservative guess is
20,000. Scene feel it might
be many times that. Novelist Pearl Buck has written
that at every 10 GIs sent to
the Orbit, at least one
-becomes the father of a
child by an Asian girl,"
usually indiscreetly.
BUT THE statistics are
not the ultimate shock of
GI babies. The real pain
is that not only are they
Ignored by their parents,
but by their nations as well.
officials
Vietnamese
admit they are powerless
haven't aweigh money)
to kook alter GI babies.
United
isr
as
And
States? It has the money
but, sadly, set the will. It
seems absurd Is write It,
bat officially the United
States doesn't recognize
that GI babies exist.
White House aides say:
"It's a Defense Department
matter " The Defense Department says: "It's a State
Department matter." And
the State Department.
through an official of the
Agency of International Development, says: "We have
no program for the children. and none is contemplated."

90 THE FL'TURE of
Pham Duc Minh, alias Eddie, is as bleak as the past.
He has little chance of getting into one of the nation's few orphanages—ail
of them are overcrowded as
is.
He has almost no chance
of formally educating himself —p chile schools in
Vietnam take money and responsibility. And because
of his mixed blood he suffers the additional burden
of social ostracization—a
stigma that has pressured
some GI babies to try to
dye their blond hair black
for some escape.
"There is one more
fling," says a U. S.-based
South Vietnamese diplomat. "We have reason to
believe that some of
these children are being
sold into slavery."
Disgusting? Of course.
But though the problem
cries out for compassion
and solution, there is little
hope for either, at least on
a governmental level. History itself is testimony. The
United States has never
recognized GI babies in any
war (except where paternity was proven), preferring
instead an almost puritanical aloofness.
-I WAS EN Korea in
1943," says a Pentagon veteran. "I remember a general saying, 'Our men don't
do that (make babies), they
play -volleyball for relaxatiori'."
U. S. apathy was
after
furiating
that novelist Buck
ed the Pearl Buck
dation in hopes it

so InKorea

talonFoun-

would
shame or maneuver the
nation into some action.

"I spent years beating on
official doors," the writer
says now. "I couldn't get
anything but sympathy. I
remember a meeting I had
with Robert Kennedy. Even
he turned me down.
I sat there for many minthe plight of
orphans. I
pleaded with ham to do
whatever he could to get
help for them But in the
end, all he said was no. He
didn't even give a reason."

ut eS explaining
these Korean

MISS BtA'K, a Nobel
of
author
Prize-winning
some 70 books, herself was
born in the Orient (of missionary paren(s), continues
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Call
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Johnny Quertermous
Wins Calloway Club
Tournament Sunday
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ruce Crampton Wins
Western Open Sunday

By ED SAINSBURY
and when be hit his approach
UPISportsWQRITER
into a trap on the 9th hole to
CHICAGO (UPI) -Bruce bogey, he still was six under
Johnny Quertermous, 20-year- emerge the third flight winner
Drampton "had the feeling all and had a two shot lead on Lotz
old junior member of the Murray with a 175, one stroke ahead of
week" that it was his turn to and four on Nichols.
State University golf team, fired his frequent playing champion,
win, so he was a relaxed victor
From there on, they ran into
Press International
a three-under -par 69 yesterday to Jack Shell, and John Irvan, who
In the $150,000 Western Open trouble frequently while he By United
Batters
Leading
win the annual men's inter-club three-putted the final green from
Sunday.
posted only one bogey, when he
National League
medal pbsy championship at the 15 feet.
"Nobody wins," he said, hit into the woods on the 12th
G. AB .R. B. Pct.
Calloway Country Club by four A playoff between Shell and
-without some super super hole.
360 55 129 .358
93
St.L
Torre,
strokes. He finished with a one- Irvan is being arranged to
breaks, and when you start
"I was very concerned,"
124 .348
under-par 143 for the 36-hole determine the second place
holing the long putts, chipping Crampton -SM. "I didn't relax Bckrt, Chi 88 356 59
130 q3.44
59
378
94
La
Davis,
event.
winner.
In from the fringe, and getting until Nichols came up short on
71 265 36 90.340
Young Quertermous, a home- Ted and Bob Billington and BW
up and down out of the traps, his second shot on the last Pptn Chi
Brook, St.L 90 365 72 173 .337
grown product of the Calloway Doss were in charge of the
you get the feeling it's your hole."
79 321 54 108 .336
Clmnt Pit
club and a former star golfer at tournament, the results of which
turn to win."
Nichols' failure then gave
351 42 114 .325
87
St.L
Alou,
Murray High School, scored five will determine the flights for the
But with the breaks-and Crampton the championship,
93 387 65 125 .323
birdies on the
6,270-yard club's annual match play
Crampton, scoring his first which qualified him for the Garr, Atl
70 283 56 91 .322
Calloway course while playing in tournament, scheduled for late
victory of the year, made his fourth berth in the World Series Cash, Pit
316 33 101 .320
82
Pit
Sngl
a three-some with Mike Holton August and September.
own at times -the 35-year-old of golf, with its $50,000 top
American League
and Dow Ryan.
Seven
golfers-Davit
Australian stood off the chal- prize, against U.S. Canadian
G. AB. R. H. Pet
After qualifying earlier for the Buckingham, Bill Fandrich, Ker
lenge of both Bobby Nichols and British Open champion Lee
275 49 103 .375
71
Min
Oliva,
final 18 holes of play with a 74, Harrell, Buddy Hewitt, A.
and Dick Lots to win the $30,00C Trevino, PGA champion Jack
Murcer, NY 89 319 56 108 .339
Quertermous birdied the 490-yard Lindsey, Tommy Sanders, and
THANKS FOR THE PUTT-Afler three-gutting the !Mg green from 15 feet, John Irmo, left, top prize with a five under par Nicklaus, and Masters winner
83 329 51 104 .316
Otis, KC
first hole, the 155-yard second K. 0. Willis-earlier had posted
279.
wound up in a second-place tie in the third flight of the Calloway Country Club's annual men's
Charles Coody.
inter84 308 43 97 .315
KC
Rojas,
and the 345-yard fourth on the 36-hole scores in qualifying for city tournament yesterday. Richard Knight,
He scored a par 71 on his last
It was Crarnpton's first win
right, the third flight winner, was waiting at the 18th
75 278 73 87 .313
Bfd, Etal
front nine yesterday,scoring a 35 the match play tournament and green and watched Irvan's two-foot, tricky, side-hill putt slide
round
and
Nichols,
who
started
at
tries
the
in
13
Western
Open,
past the hole to give him the win. Tied
after slipping to bogeys on the did not participate in the final with Irvan at 176 was Jack Shell.
the final round in a tie with but the victory made him the F.RIonsn Sal 75 262 48 82.313
165-yard 7th and the 410-yard round of the medal play event
him, slipped to a 73 for second third highest money winner Rchrdt, Chi 77 284 29 87 .306
Photo by M.C. Garrott
yesterday.
dogleg 9th.
money of $17,100 with a 281 from the tournament. His best Toyer, Min 88 365 49 106 .296
On the back nine, he had seven The club's next big golfing
total.
previous finish was a tie for Mnchr Wash 79 253 30 75.296
pars and two birdies, these event comes up this weekend,
Hwrd, Wash 88 329 36 97 .295
Jerry Heard and Tommy fifth in 1966.
coming on the 325-yard 12th hole July 24-25, when the annual
Home Runs
Aaron each had 282 to earn
The victory boosted Crampand the 500-yard 14th to give him Murray Invitation Tournament
$8,850, and Lots, though he was ton's 1971 earnings to $85,106, National League: Stargell,
a two-under-par 34 and his 69 will be played over the 18-hole
tied with both Nichols and moving him into the golf tour's Pitt 31; Aaron, AU 25; May,
layout.
total for the day.
Crampton for the lead with 17 top 10. Last year he finished Cin 24; Johnson, Phil 22;
Four strokes back at 147 was Joe Jaggers, Bardstown, is the
holes to play, couldn't keep third in earnings with more Colbert, SD and Bonds, SF 20.
Holton,
American League: Melton,
the tournament defending champion in the local
pace and bogeyed the final than $142,000.
By JOE CARNICELLI
after
warm
a
long
up
time
to
In National League play,
medalist. He shot a 76 yesterday classic, expected to attract more
Chi and Cash, Det 21; Smith
green to slip into fifth place at
He
had
UPI Sports Writer
one
thought,
too,
rain delay and the Royals two 283, earning $6,150.
to go with his qualifying round of than 140 golfers this year.
Mike Kekich calls his job the Pittsburgh took two from Los
about next week's tournament, 3os 20: Oliva, Minn 18;
Murray
State toughest on the team but he Angeles 3-2 and 7-1 with Luke Lemon Accused Martin of Only these five players were at Westchester, his only victory Petrocelli, Bos, Murcer, NY
71. Ryan finished third with 156, Hewitt,
tactics.
Walker pitching a one-hitter in stalling
slipping to an 82 yesterday after University golf coach and current made it seem easy Sunday.
able to better par of 234 for last year. "I hadn't thought and Jackson, Oak 17.
Ken Mc?Aullen's two-out, two- four rounds on the 6,749 yard
match play champion at the
qualifying with a 74.
Runs Batted In
about two in a row," he said,
Kekich, a lightly-used starter, the second game, Chicago
Club, is the tour- gave up one hit -a home
topped Montreal 8-4, Philadel- run homer in the bottom or the Olympia Fields North Course, "and Pm a little tired, but if
National
Bill Emener, who joined the Calloway
League: Stargell,
run
ninth lifted the Angels past which Crampton declared was
club only two weeks ago and who nament chairman.
Super-Mex (the self-applied Pitt 89; Tot-re, St. L. 73; Aaron,
to Mike Andrews in the fifth phia beat Houston 1-0 before
is a new faculty member at The players particigating in the innning -as the New York losing 10-7, St. Louis defeated Cleveland. McMullen's homer "of National Open caliber."
nickname for Trevino) can do Atl 69; Montanez, Phil 67;
York
8-5
tour- Yankees beat the Chicago New
Murray State University, was medal play yesterday
and
San off starter Alan Foster, who Crampton, who
hit the it, maybe Super-Kangaroo Santo, Chi 64.
American League: Petrocelli, •
the first flight winner with 160, nament and their scores are as White Sox 6-1 to complete a Francisco edged Atlanta 5-4 in had allowed only three pts fairway only once on the back
Bos 64; Killebrew, Minn 61; B.
one stroke ahead of Jere follows with the first figure in- doubleheader sweep. The 12 innings before long 4-2. going into the ninth, followed a nine, said that was further
Stripling, whose 76 yesterday dicating their qualifying score: Yankees won the opener 3-2 on Cincinnati shut out San Diego in single by Tony Gonzalez and support of his theory that this
Robinson and F. Robinson, Balt'
PENA JOINS ORIOLES
helped Rudy May, who pitched was his week to win.
59; Yastrzemski, Bos, Mellon,
tied him with Holton for the
Ron Swoboda's two-out, run the first game of a scheduled
Championship Flight
OAKLAND
(UPI)
record
-Veteran
at
even
his
doubleheader called by rain a four-hitter,
Chi and White, NY 56.
second best round of the day.
"I'm only lucky enough to
scoring single in the ninth.
righthander Orlando Pena was
74-69-143
after 51'z innings of the first 5-5M. C. Garrott was third in the Johnny Quertermous
Pitching
win one tournament a year," he
"Being
a
fifth
starter
on
a
Mike Holton
scheduled to join the Baltimore
71-76-•147
Washington stroked three said, "so I take
game.
National League: Ellis, Pitt
flight, two strokes back of the Dow Ryan
it when it Orioles today
74-82-156 club is the toughest job on the
in
across
pushed
time
for
and
an
hits
straight
Steve Payne
winner at 162.
81-77-.158 team except maybe
for the guy Brooks Robinson, a doubtful two runs in the ninth to defeat comes. It was not the way I'd afternoon game against Oak- 15-3; Jenkins, Chi 14-8; Calrton,
Jiggs Lassiter
80-80--160
It took a sudden-death playoff Chad
St. L 13-5; Dierker, Hou 124;
liked to have hit the ball. I
because of illness,
Stewart
80-82--162 who pinch-hits," said Kekich, starter
land after being boutht from
Minnesota. Dave Nelson and didn't play
to determine the winner of the Bill Hopson
Downing, La 11-6; Stoneman,
too many holes out Rochester
78-85-163 who failed to complete any of smashed a grand slam homer
of the International Mont
Toby Harrah singled, putting of the storybook."
80-83-163
second flight after Jim Payne Johnny McCage
11-9.
his 10 previous starts this to highlight a seven-run fifth
League.
Graves Morris
80-85-165
and
third
and
first
runners on
and Ralph McCuiston finished Bill Doss
American League: Blue, Oak
But Crampton never was
80.92-172 season. "If you have a couple Inning as Baltimore beat the
The
35-year
-old Pena, who 18-3; Lolich,
Elliott Maddox singled in worse than five under
with 167's.
Det 14-8; Cuellar,
par on was released by
of rainouts, you miss your turn. A's in a battle of division
Pittsburgh at Salt 13-2; McNally, Bait
First Flight
Nelson. Maddox was trapped in the final round and
and
he took only the end of
I figure if I pitched regularly I leaders.
last
and
season,
first
between
will
rundown
a
Playing the 490-yard first hole Bill Emener
31 putts. After seven holes,
Siebert, Bos 13-4.
Robinson, who complained of
82-78- 160 might be like this all the time."
replace
reliever
Eddie Watt,
second and Harrah scampered when he dropped a
85-76. 161
in the playoff, Payne chipped to Jere Stripling
before
the
5-foot birdie who broke his left
It was the second career one- nausea
game,
M. C. Garrott
83-79--162
hand during
home with the winning r putt, he was six
within four feet of the pin and Don Robinson
under
par,
114-79.•163 hitter for Kekich, who had one homered after one run scored
Saturday night's game against
before Maddox could be tagg after eight, with a
ioi..mink Ma pant Mao birdlime:id.liaa
8441-14S with Los Angeles against the on a bases loaded walk.
12 footer for California.
64-82-.166
out.
win, while McCuiston seas getting
a birdie, he was seven Under,
capped the
John Paul k
8.1-82-166 New York Mets in 1968. Oddly, Dalrymple
a bogey six.
Ted BIllington
83-64-.167 Swoboda, who won the
with a two-run single.
first
85-83-168
Payne, who admits he Bill Thurman
Andy Kosco knocked in two
game for the yankees ruined
Joe Rexroat
85-83-168
generally "chickens out" on any Joey
runs with a sixth-inning homer
TO
Wilson
83-89.-- 172 Kekich's no-hit bid that day.
t birdie opportunity, said later Jack White
85-89-.174
lead
single
ninth-inning
to
and
a
Roy
White
had
a
two-run
85-96-181
that he "just decided to go for this Wayne Doran
North Tenth & Main
homer and a double to spark Milwaukee over Boston and
one" and rammed it home.
Second Flight
the Yankees in the second map the Red Sox' four-game
Immediately North
Jim Frank's 170 was good for
winning streak. Rico Petrocelli
game.
Jim Payne
87 80--167
third place in the flight.
Ralph McCuiston
86-81-167
Swoboda's hit in the first and George Scott had homers
Jerry Hansen to win the LAM
of Memorial Baptist
By United Press International
Richard Knight shot the best Jim Frank
86-84-2170 game
Pete Hamilton another lap Continental race for Formula
capped a three-run rally. for the Red Sox.
Mark Donohue hardly has time
golf of his budding career to Buddy Spann
The
White Sox led 2-0 entering
86 86 172
Church on Tenth Street
o celebrate between victories behind. It was the 132nd victory 5,000 cars at Elkhart Lake, on
Keith Hinton
86-86-.172 the ninth when Horace Clarke
Lou Piniella smashed a threefile Champagne might go to his of Petty's career, the 13th of Sunday.
Rex Alexander
86-87--173
and Felipe Alou singled, ad- run homer and Fred Patek
the year and his third at the Hobbs, gaining his
Jim Converse
88-85.-173
lead.
third
Lawrence Philpot
track in seven NASCAR races victory on the circuit, virtually
87-86-173 vanced
on a sacrifice and chipped in with an inside-theDonohue
pulled
off
his
second
Vernon Cahoon
8618-.174 scored
Step into the
Kansas
spark
there.
on Bobby Murcer's park blast to
wrapped up the season chamHeron West
8818-174
louble victory weekend within
However, the $6,600 first pionship. Hobgs was runnerup
Bob Burke
86-90.-176 single. Murcer stole second and City's first game victory and
Wonderful
month by winning the Trans.
John Quertermous, Sr
87-90-.177 scored
prize failed to push his in the first heat and won
the winning run on Gail Hopkins' 10th inning single
the
Buddy Buckingham
American
sedan
race
at
Elk.
86-91- 177
gave the Royals a triumph in
winnings over $1-million mark. second while Hansen was
Bob Billgton
88-92-180 Swoboda's hit.
the
wart Lake, Wis. on Saturday
Dub Polly
Petty has won $164,250 this winner of the first heat
8799- 186
Elsewhere in the American the second game.
and
and then taking the USAC
year for a career total of third in the
League, Baltimore beat OakThird Flight
final heat.
mile championship race at
and 7-3, Milwaukee edged
Piniella's homer, his first of Michigan International Speed- $994,558.
of the
Richard Knight
89-86-175 Boston 5-4, Kansas City swept the season, capped a four-run
England's David
Hobbs
way on Sunday.
Jack Shell
89-87-176
The Murray American Legion John Irvan
back a determined bid
Detroit 8-2 and 4-3, California first inning in the opener. which
90-86-176
During the July 4 weekend,
Minneapolis stock broker
made a clean sweep of three Howard Koenen
Cleveland 3-1 and was protested by both mana- Donohue
90-94-184 downed
accomplished
a
simi
L. C. Ryan
91-95-.186 Washington
games over the weekend.
DAYTONA BEACH
shaded Minnesota gers. Detroit's Billy Martin said lar feat
Holmes Ellis
95-93-•188
by winning
M. C. Ellis
his pitcher wqasn't given ample Pocono 500 for USAC
91-97.-188 3-2.
E. J. Haverstock
90-96-191
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b°ththeFriday, the Murray team Gene
ship cars and the SCCA's
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Chicago
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downed the Greenville Legion by Jack Blackwell
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race
Traris-Am
at
Brainerd,
p • •
39 51 .433 18% Boston 5 Milwaukee 3 (7ricl 51-3
103-95-198 Milwaukee
a score of 9-5. Saturday, they took Darryl Keller
Minn. Nursing a sick engine,
Robert MCoart
Bring your lighthearted spirit ... we
93-108-201
sins rain)
Sunday's Results
both halves of a double-header John Watson
supply everything else to romp or
Donohue ran away from the
101103-204
Minnesota 5 Washington 3
Baltimore Vs Oakland 3
with Madisonville; the first by a
rest by the sparkling sea!
field on Sunday to finish well
MURRAY. Ky.-Parings have
MURRAY, Ky.-Fred Seigel
Washington 3 Minnesota 4
atlifornia 10 Baltimore 3
score of 6-5, and the second 7-1.
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Saturday's Results
Atlanta 10 Los Angeles 0
one more than Dr. Colley.
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N.J.
before the District Tournament Kansas City
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11:88-8e•le. 50111.1•, Story.
47 42 523 10 Kansas City 7 Cleveland 2
Cincinnati 3 San Francisco 2
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will be Wednesday,July 21 at 7:00 California
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Houston 2 New York 1
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Mr. and Mrs. Max B. Hurt Honored With
surprise Tea, 50th Wedding Anniversary

BI:RTHS

Mattox-Russell Engagement

MONDAY—JULY 19, 1971

04400(44\

••••••

Wand Mrs. James E. King of
Roxboro, North Carolina, anMrs. Frank Towery of Murray
bounce the birth of a baby girl,
Route
One has been dismissed
Laura, born on Thursday, July 8.
from the Western Baptist
Mrs. Clovis Noles of Murray is
Hospital, Paducah.
grandmother.

Pb... ms-lit,

Mr.. J. B.&Assn . • •

This coital

tax matters i
Internal Revo
service to ti
most frequen

•

Q) Are all tl
the Tax Re(or
now completely

•

Hurt
Jasper Gain of Mt. Vernon, Ill.;
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Riley, Mr. and
Mrs.Hiram Riley and daughter,
Miry, Mr. and Mrs. Ibrey
Palmer, Mr. and Mrs. Nerve
Riley, and Mr. and Mrs. Lowell
Smith, all of Mayfield; Mr. and
Mrs. G. H. Stephenson of
Paducah; Mr. and Mrs. Smith
Broadbent,Jr., of Cadiz; Mr. and
Mrs. Marcus Williams and son,
Eric, of North Dakota; Mrs.
Robbie Mills and Mr. and Mrs.
Edgar Doores and children, all of
Reidland.

The monthly Ladies Steak
Night for lady members of the
Oaks Country Club was held on
Monday night, July 12. Mike
Morgan and B. B. Hook presided
over the cooking of the steaks.
Hostesses for the evening were
Berline Brewer,Jeannie Morgan,
Nell Tackett, Peggy Hook and
Mary Alice Smith.
The tables were centered with
rosebuds, and the ladies enjoyed
their usual menu of steak, baked
potatoes, green salad and hot
bread.
Card bingo was played after
dinner. Bingo prizes were
awarded to Eagle Caldwell
Murrelle Walker, Sue Outland
Melba Washer, Eleanor Miller
and Eleanor D'Angelo. The door
prize was won by Polly Seale.
The next Ladies Steak night
will be held on August 2, and
ladies are urged to either sign up
at the pro shop or contact one of
the hostesses

(4) I don't t
who examined
right in disall
my deductions.

'''I

Miss Jo Ellyn Mattox
The engagement of Miss Jo Ellyn Mattox, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Frank K. Mattox of Panorama Shores, to Darrell Russell,
son of Mr.and Mrs. J. C. Russell of Murray Route Five, has been
announced.
Miss Mattox will be a junior and Mr. Russell will be a senior at
Calloway County High School.
Wedding plans are incomplete.

Monday, July 19
Murray Chapter of National
Secretaries Association will have
a dinner meeting at seven p.m. at
South Side Restaurant.

FALL 1971

with a Ki

A Kill-Ko Flea
completely, ir
protect your d
Snap a

Flea Collar or
L.

your dog,and

your furry trio
Tuesday, July 2$
The Women's Society of
Christian Service of the Russell's
Chapel United Methodist Church
will meet at 1:30 p.m. at the
church.
Circle I of the WSCS of the First
United Methodist Church will
meet at the home of Mrs. E. W.
Riley, Sha-Wa Circle, at two p.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order
of the Rainbow for Girls will meet
at the Masonic Hall at seven p.m.

The Woman's Missionary
Society of the First Baptist
Church will meet at 9:30 a.m. at
the church. Members note
change in time for this month
only. The Council composed of
group leaders and committee
Assisting in the parking of the chairmen, will meet'at nine a.m.
cars were Charles Tucker, Billy at the church.
Dale Smith, and Elvin Parrish.
Approximately three hundred
A Swim Party will be held at
persons called during the af- the Calloway 'County Country
ternoon hours of two and four Club for members of fourth to
clock.
sixth grades from ten a.m. to one
To further honor the Hurts, p.m. Each member may invite
drany friends have made one non-member guest. Each is
arrangements with the Murray- to bring a sack lunch. In charge
Calloway
County Library to of arrangements are Mesdames
construct a Reading Garden in Fred Wells, chairman, Bill
honor of them.
Wyatt, A. B. Crass, Hunt Smock,
Out of town guests were their Evelyn Wilson, and John
daughter and family, Or. and Gregory.
'Ors. Van B. Dunn and children,
Susan, Sheila, and Joan, of
Wednesday, July 21
Delaware, Ohio; Mrs. Norma
The Oaks Country ChM will
Johnson of Frankfort; Mr. and have its ladies invitational golf
Mrs. Pat McCuiston, Mr. and tournament. Entries including
Mrs. Max Wayne McCuiston and the six dollar fee for the noon
PatU K. and Patrick, hincheon should be made with
Mr. and Mrs.Jere McCuiston, all Saundra Edwards, phone 419of Pembroke; Annie McCuiston 2643, or by mail to Route 2, Box
of Highland Park,Mich.; Mr. and 162, Murray, Ky.
Mrs. Grover Burkett of Clinton;
The Baptist Women of the Elm
Etna Birdwell, Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Zapp, Jr., and son, Nathan, Grove Baptist Church will meet
at the church at 7:30 p.m.
and Macon McCuiston, all of
Nashville, Term.; Miss Diane
Thursday, July 22
McCuiston of Atlanta, Ga.; Rev.
The Baptist Women of the Elm
and Mrs. Johnson Easley of
Greenfield, Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. Grove Baptist Church will meet
at the home of ?Ars. Albert Crider
at 1:30 p.m.

Ladies Steak Night
Held By Members
Of The Oaks Club

A) No. Amu
important char
are increases
exemption to:
$700 for 1972
1973. Also the
ther increases
deduction and
income needed I
to file a return

II II II
COATS
ii

Mt4and Mrs. Max B.
Mr. and Mrs. Max B. Hurt of
Kirksey Route One were honored
with a surprise tea cornrnenorating their golden wedding
amiversary on Sunday, June 27,
in the Fellowship Hall of the
Kirksey United
Methodist
Church.
Hosts for the occasion were
Mr. and Mrs. DougaLs Tucker,
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Smith, Mr.
and Mrs.Lubie Parrish, and Miss
Bettie Smith.
The honored couple was
married on June 25, 1921, at
Bowling Green. They were attended by Miss Johnnie McCallon
and Mrs. Leon Grogan.
Mrs. Hurt was presented with a
aolkhroated white orchid and
Mr Hurt with a gold-glittered
boutonniere. He is a retired
executive vice-president of the
Woodmen of the World. He and
his wife, the former Mavis McCuLston, reside on Happy Homes
Farm near Kirksey.
The net draped serving table
was centered with an elegant
arrangement of yellow glittered
chrysanthemums interspersed
with miniature gold wedding
bells. Flanking the centerpiece
were two golf-totted crystal tear
drop candle holders filled with
gold tapers. Punch and individual
cakes were served from crystal
appointments.
In keeping with the occasion,
gold satin graced the gift table
highlighted with a cherub
planter. Assisting at the gift table
were Miss Laurie Tucker and
*as Sabrina
Tucker. Miss
Patricia Parrish and Miss Bobbie
South kept the register and the
*rests signed with a gold plume
Pen

111-4141

atomoros
igi V
otee I

...00004
:
00Corgs.

(Tubbs Studio photo
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Laura Parker Is
Medalist At Oaks
Laura Parker was the medalist
at the regular ladies day golf held
at the Oaks Country Club on
Wednesday.
Second low went to Janice
Stubblefield while low putts went
to Doris Rose. Della Boggess had
blind hole and Sue Outland had
nearest to pin on No. IL
Hostess for the day was Janice
Stubblefield.

A Pe4.44.44\
Mrs. Gus Lamb of Murray has
been dismissed from the Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.

Brent M. Allen of Murray
Route Five has been a patient at
the Western Baptist Hospital.
Paducah.

No need to hide
a hearing problem
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Congratulations for the excellent advice
you gave to "Help me, help my mother in Houston," concerning wearing a hearing aid.
There are some 20 million people in this country with
hearing problems. Most of them could and should wear aids.
Some say, "I'll wait until I need one. . ." If you have
even a slight problem, you need one now! It is important to
first have your hearing checked by a doctor to see if your
loss is one that can be corrected. Many people wait until it
is too late to help what might have been a simple medical
problem in the beginning. If nothing can be done to help your
loss, and if the tests show an aid can help you, then by all
means get one.
The woman who feels that wearing an aid will attract
attention to the hearing loss, fools only herself, and is usually
a pain in the neck to everyone she comes in contact with.
There are a dozen ways of letting others know one can't
hear. Turning the head to one side, cupping a hand behind
the ear, asking people to speak up or repeat things, asking
for special seating arrangements in restaurants or other
public places, etc. Everyone knows you have a problem, and
everyone wonders why you don't do something about it.
Most importantly, people look at our eyes or our mouth
when they talk to us, not our ears. Unless of course we make
them aware of the fact that we do not hear well. Theii
will surely look to see if we have done anything about our
problem.
I have worn hearing aids for years so I know the problems of vanity, despair, adjustment, irritation, . . . the list
goes on and on. But I do not try to hide my aids, and interestingly enough, most people do not notice I wear one and
sometimes two, . . even on TV. A dear friend opened my
eyes about wearing an aid. Many years ago she told me I
was being very selfish by making others cope with what was
my problem alone. She was right. I had to do something
about my hearing, not expect my family and friends to speak
louder than was comfortable for them, or repeat things I
had missed, turn the TV up very loud, etc.
If you suspect you have a problem, do something about
It. See an audiologist or a doctor or even a reputable hearing
aid dealer. Be sure to get all the necessary tests. No reputable dealer will sell you an aid or even try to without first
making sure there is no way to correct your loss, and that an
aid will really help you. And he'll put it in writing, if he is
honest.
Thank you, Abby. Keep saying the words so others can
Sincerely,
hear.
NANETTE FABRAY
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DEAR ABBY: I am sick and tired of being told that
hard of hearing 'people who refuse to wear a hearing aid are
selfish. Abby, I happen to be deaf, and there is no hearing
aid in the world that can help me. I have had surgery, too,
and many of the world's finest doctors have confirmed the
fact that I am totally deaf and nothing can be done to restore
any part of my hearing.
I ask you to please print this, in all fairness to others
who share my helplessness. We are not selfish. . . . We are,
BEYOND HELP
DEAR ABBY: Approximately 20 million people belong to
an organization called the "HOH"[Hard of Hearing.I Simple
communication—as easy as breathing to others is a constant
frustrating experience to the HOH.
If the general public will O'actice four basic rules with
those who have a hearing problem, we would be eternally
grateful:
• I. Get his attention.
•2. Face to fans visiting.
•1. Good enunciation, rather than shouting.
•4. Avoid long-winded detailed stories . . even about your
Respectfully,
grandchildren.
DER PROFESSOR,PRESIDENT.
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residence, and the cost equals ground for the 13 young interns
exemption to: $660 for 1971; the
$700 for 1972; and $750 for tax. proposed changes in your or exceeds the "adjusted sales who represent Murray State )ther semi-final.
prices of the old residence.
1973. Also there will be furIllinois PELE'S FAREWELL
The
The tax is only postponed. University, Southern
ther increases in the standard with aneonference provides you
review
of
independent
Any gain not taxed in the University, North Carolina State SEVILLE, Spain (UPI)—This
deduction and the amount of the
questioned items, since the year of sale is subtracted from University, Cornell University,
income needed before you have
Sunday's bullfights in Spain's
person representing the IRS at the cost of the new residence, and Indiana University. They most famous arena have been
to file a return.
the conference is not part of riving you a lower basis to be receive college credit while cancelled because of expected
the office that examined your ised in the event of a later planning
supervising competition of a live telecast
and
Q) I don't think the agent return.
disposition of the new house. recreational and interpretive from Rio de Janeiro featuring
ho examined my return was
Special provisions apply if you programs, working on special the farewell appearance of
right in disallowing some of
build the home. Additional de- projects and participating in
my deductions. Is there anyone
king, Pele.
tails are contained in Publica- training sessions and lectures Brazil's soccer
tion 523, Tax Information on
developSelling Your Home, available concerning programs
administrative
ment
and
free at IRS offices.
procedures.
Q) Does the IRS automatirecreation
Supervised
cally impose a penalty on a
taxpayer who underpays his programs are conducted at the
family campgrounds; Camp
estimated tax installment?
A) A penalty of 6 percent Energy, a year-round camp
accomodate
to
per year is imposed by law for designed
underpayment of installments organized groups of tent camof estimated tax exceptin cer- pers; and in the Conservation
tain situations. The penalty Education Center (CEC),a 5,000Now Offers
does not apply if each install- acre area in the northern portion
A Kill-Ko Flea Collar will relieve your dog of fleas,
ment is paid on time and (1)
Land Between the Lakes. The
completely, in just a few days,and will continue to
is at least 80 percent (66% of
percent for farmers or fisher- recreation programs are parprotectyourdogagainstflea irritation upto three months.
men) of the amount due on ticularly popular in the area's
Snap a Kill-Ko
the basis of the tax shown on three large family campgrounds
the return for the taxable where students lead nature
Flea Collar on
year, (2) is at least as much walks, campfire programs,
as would have been paid if competitive games and sings.
KU
your dog,and free
based on. the tax shown on Within the CEC interns guide
Phone 753-8119
your 1970 return, or (3). is
your furry friend
the public
based on a tax computed by interpretive walks for
'from bothersome,
using your income for last which center around the
and historical
year and this year's tax rates biological
idden
disease-r
and exemptions. For addition- development of the area. They
al exceptions in unusual cases also assist in workshop programs
fleas. Completely
see Form 2210, Underpayment for teachers and students at the
of Estimated Income Tax By Youth Station, an outdoor school
harmless to all
Individuals, available at your
animals
local IRS office. Farmers and in the CEC.
Several of the students are
fishermen should use Form
Kill-Ko Flea Collars
working on special projects
2210F
which include a study of the litter
Simply Electrifying
for cats, too!
Relief from one of life's petty problem in a large recreation
annoyances is at hand — or you area, the documentation of
:ould say at foot. The incorpora- historical data on several old
tion of a minute quantity of su- homes and farm buildings in the
perfine nickel stainless steel fiber areas, and working with local
n carpeting draws off the static
in securing
Hectricity that saps you when housing authorities
f0t1 touch metal.

MURRAY
MUFFLER
SERVICE

with a Kill-Ko Flea Collar

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday - July 19, July 20, July 21

SHIRT
Special
Laundered to
Perfection!

for

5 1 00

On hangers with any
drycleaning order

AIR
CONDITIONING
SERVICE

iiI!

5

Zip Lining, Slack Suits, Suede and Fur Trim, Formal,
ra.
Maxi and Pleated Garments

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER

DRIVE-UP WINDOW
Open Daily from 7 am-6 pm
*Owned and Operated by Beiley'Ding'Co.

Bel Air Shopping
Center
Store Hours:
9 - 9 MoneSat
1 - 6 Sunda_y
Phone: 753-8304

Economy Size
THE FAMIL

68t

SAV-RITE'S

SHAMPOO
LEMON
and
LOTION
REG. $1.15 VALUE
14-oz

WHITE
Ah,hah!
A Lemon Concentrate
Shampoo.
White Rain. Now
Only

'1.12 Value

RAIN

NEV!

6-0Z

Vaseline

SIZE

A1('
INTENSIVE
CARE*
You
LOTION

Size

Pay
Only

1\11. V.n.1
APO'

Gobs of lemony lather.
Great shine, Naturally.
Much nicer price.

1.5-oz.
Lemon Up Facial Cleanser
your face

REGULAR
VALUE
2.00
clean
SAV-RITE'S LOW PRICE
-oz.
Lemon Up Shampoo 10leaves
REGULAR
and
control
under
brings excess oils
clean
shiny
1.50
VALUE
and
your hair lemony fresh
LOW PRICE
SAV-RITE'S
Lotion
Lemon 11p Anti-Blemish
deep cleans pores 7
with hexachlorophene „ .
.5-oz. REGULAR
barrier.
-fighting
blemish
a
leaves
and
2.00 VALUE
LEMON IN
THE JUICE OF ONE WHOLE
SAV-RITE'S LOW PRICE
EVERY BOTTLE. ONLY FROM TONI.

makes
cleans better than soap and
Sparkling
lemony fresh and glowing

God

Sham poo-eas y

Haircoloring
FOR

INNOCENT COLOR $
• COMES WITH A
BODY BUILDING CREME
•BRINGS YOUR COLOR
TO LIFE

Regular

N
0

'2.25 Value W

• •-

Is

..10,..,11

,11'..
0.8.S1111.

P.P••'V i

me.'

.0 •

"11.•

dtt O-.10.0..110.11.41.016.11
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Sales Aimed At
Woman By
Datsun

KENTUCKY

MONDAY—JULY 19, 1971

PAGE SEVEN

Hospital Report
I OfT 03431.1V tJE 51404LD
ILINY I DO T1415.. BE 6ETTIN6
I HATE 60IN6 NEAR WRDVN
TO CAMP...
500N...

July 15, 1971
ADULTS 102
NURSERY 8

Fulton'!
Plannec

I 64.E55 600'16 I DON T'EE
60046 TO CAMP PREPARE5)
ID CAMP 15
ANY I6$.JUT ‘6X) FOR 6ETTiN6 DRAFTED
51/P015E.D10 BE A Fail et.16HTER5
isl14104 I DON'T WANT CUIZ5E.
TRW 5TOPir
6000 FOR 4100
6JORKIN6 IN
TO DC EITHER
VAR!
THE FIELDS„.„,

NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
(0"

DISMISSALS
GARDENA, CALIF.—In a Mrs. Edith
Tremary Webb,
55
move that may be a first in 1700 Holiday Rd.,
Murray, ?arr.
-7
5••••••a'
advertising
and
national
*lion Lillian Carlin, 1102 Doran
promotion, the Nissan Motor
Rd., Murray, Thomas Kirby
Corp. in U.S.A., the distributors
The Colonials
3arber, G&H Mobile Homes,
of Datsun, has announced plans kturray,
Larry Kenneth Evitta,
a
present
nationwide
to
cam- 109 Olive,
GOLLYSUM 7 TH IS
WHAT'S
E
Murray, Master
paign directed at women.
FAIZPALANI, IS
MAI KI CROP
Nilliam Mason Downey, 214 S.
AwFULLY IZOCKY,
. UNCLE
The announcement was made
HEREAMOUTS
11th, Murray, Mrs. Mary
by Mayfield Marshall, Nissan's
Elizabeth Hosford, 1621 W. Olive,
National Advertising Manager,
Wurray, Mrs. Charline Allen, 804
who said: "The central attraction
V. 19th, Murray, Bennie Bell
ener
t =t this
of the campaign,
ioann, 509 Chestnut, Murray,
month, is an
and James Donald
Gay, 624 Amends,
informative booklet entitled
nye
Ashland, Albert Cassity, Rt. 1,
'Things No Man Ever Told A
Murray, Miss Ella Hers Pinner,
Lady About Buying A Car'. The
Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs. Nonnie Lou
booklet itself is written for
•
Gordon, Dexter.
women in their own language and
a
Is illustrated with utmost PEACE CORPS
•11•1 C .••• .4••••• Pomo. .•
INCREASE
femininity."
WASHINGTON (UPI) —The
Marshall explained that ge Peace Corps
ill Abner
expects 26,000
reason Nissan decided to con- volunteers this year,
a gain of
struct a national advertising 7,000 over MO.
I'LL 5A•/!!-WE'RE
5-SURROUNDED RH
campaign for women only was Director Joseph H.
Blatchford
Nil WOWS OF'EM!!
because Nissan felt the American said Friday the
increase marks
woman is becoming a stronger the first upturn in
requests,
influence in buying decisions. applications and
volunteers in
"This factor is even more evident five years.
In the small car market where
THREE OF THE BEAUTIES in Miami Beach for the "Miss
research has shown that an inUniverse' pageant are Marie Lopez-Corzo, "Miss Mexico"; Marie Hughes, "Miss Ireland"; Dawn Cater, "Miss
creasing number of women are FLOODS KILL ZO
Wales." July 24 is the finals date.
buying small cars all by them- SEOUL (UPI) —More than
five inches of rain fell on Seoul
selves."
"We hope that by making this Friday night and early today,
booklet available to women,, we setting off mudslides and floods
AllSWOr to Saturday's PULTie
will show that we recognize them that took at least 20 lives and
OU000
for
their influence and im- Injured 13.
0=100
ACROSS
3 Part ot
OMODMO 000000 portance," added Marshall.
"to be"
DO
4 Bound
1 Greek letter
[70 In keeping with the basic ap4 Symbol for
5 Cancel
ODU 80000
tantalum
proach, Marshall announced that
6 Pertaining to
IMMO
MOO
M2010
6 Wool bearing
the stars
-four-color advertisements will
MOO MC312800
animal
7 Pronoun
appear in two of America's
11 Stay
8 Gaelic
13 Named
000O
9 Printer's
leading woman's magazines 15 Teutonic
measure
0900 MOO MOMD
Cosmopolitan and Ladies Home
dotty
10 Dangers
OUP
POMO
000
16 Railroad cars
12 Near
MO MOMMOU0 BO Journal. Parker Advertising,
18 Artificial
14 Recipient of
000000 Inc., Datsun's agency, will be
Language
MOOD
19 Spanish
atforrn
iiilOODEI working with local Datsun
17
fi
tt
Men's or Ladies'
article
19
20 Roster
THANK YOU! That is what those money saving coupons are
dealers in placing newspaper ads
21 Twofold
23 Sun god
37 Antlered
22 Ireland
48 Earned
24 A continent
announcing that the booklet is
animal
24 Mix
51 Monster
lluese Per, Seeds es LeeNeee
(abbr)
meant to say. We appreciate your business ... And remember
also available in dealers'
38 Denucfe
26 Rhythmical
53 Animal's coat
25 Disturbance
Bring any number. You must present this
swing
39
Abounded
27 Decorate
57 Permit
showrooms.
Boone's Laundry and Cleaners' high quality Sanitone Dry
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
41 Small children
28 Beverage
58 Compass point
30 Unusual
I
43 Kite
Copies of the booklet, "Things
29 Norse gods
Boone's Cleaners,
Number
60
32
of
Sacred
bull
44 Note of scale
31 GPO's name
same.
the
remain
..
Nothing
service
fin*
o Man Ever Told A Lady About
Cleaning and
I.. Good Thru Jul 31 1971
62 Note of scale
46 Indefinite
33 Compass point
35 Min▪or items
ying A Car", can be obtained
article
64 A state(abbr )
34 Frog
•
changed but the price!
I 36 Tears
sending nam, address, and 25
:38 Saint(abbr.)
to: Nissan Motor Corp. in
•40 Allowance for
waste
.S.A., Box 191 - Dept. 6C,
.42 Bishop's
. No limit on what you
ardena, California 90247, or at
•
headdress
bring on each coupon
Afternoon
your local Datsun dealer.

.fikt

PIO

I

Crossword Puzzle

mmomou
lama
vonm omoe
aummno

B ONE'S

All Coupons Good Thru July 31st

LONG COATS

$109

I

BOONE

(irrtartY
hort picket
149 Transaction
150 City in
Nerredliend
Ahoy
touchers(
54 A state(ebb,)
55 Prefix not
56 Shine
j59 Negative
161 Sea bird
es Football team
65 Food programs
66 Delirium
(
tremens (abbr.)
;67 Devoured
0
DOWN
i
1 Before
$ 2 Cylindrical
0
6
1

INTOXICATED DRIVERS
MADISON, Wis. ( UPI)—
Blood alcohol testa taken on 142
drivers killed in motor vehicle
accidents in Wisconsin during
the first five months of 1971
revealed that 38 per cent were
intoxicated.
The Division of Health said
Friday that of the drivers
killed, 88 or 62 per cent had
some alcohol in the blood and
that 54, or 38 per cent were at
or above the presumptive level
of intoxication.

itit

I

l

lieu!

014
1 144.

EMPLOYEE GROUP BENEFITS
FOR
CONVALESCENT CARE SERVICES
Kentucky BLUE CROSS• and BLUE SHIELD' now
offer employee groups with Comprehensive BLUE
CROSS and Schedule C or D, BLUE SHIELD coverage, new benefits for Convalescent Care services.

BLUE CROSS' CONVALESCENT CARE BENEFITS
Benefit Period

Up to 120 days coverage

Semi -private room accommodations

Paid-in-full

Covered convalescent facility services

Paid-in-full

BLUE SHIELD' CONVALESCENT CARE BENEFITS
Payment of up to ten dollars ($10.00) per medical visit by your physician for a
maximum of twenty (20) visits for each confinement.
Benefits provide coverage for patients not in an acute phase of illness but who
require convalescent inpatient services
These benefits are payable only in a member Blue Cross and Blue Shield Convalescent Facility.

. The more valuable
coupons you use the
more you save.
. Take the coupons to
any 5 convenient Boone
Cleaner locations.

SAVE!
On
Your Dry Cleaning
During Boone Cleaners
Appreciation Sale

CLIP
THESE
INFLATION
FIGHTER
COUPONS

DRAPERIES
20%

KENTUCKY

BLUE CROSS and BLUE SHIELD'
PLUE CROSS HOSPITAL PLAN INC

3101 Bardstown Road

KENTUCKY INE/SICIANS MUTUAL INC

Louisville, Ky 40205

(502) 452 151 1

SLACKS

Off R
AengyuI
On
O
ar P"'
erri

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Clieaner
Good Thru July 31, 1971

FREE MOTHPROOFING
ON REQUEST

55c

Bring any number. You must present this'
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good llu-u July 31, 1971

OONE'

MEN'S SUITS

NECKTIES

Reg. '1.60 9t)
Each

4 For $129
Reg. '1.60 Value

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Cou
Good Thru July 31, 1971

0ON

SWEATERS
Each

With Coupon

•

•

""N":""-

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good Thru July 31, 1971

••

SHIRTS LAUNDERED

cc_

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good Thru July 31, 1971

BLANKETS
99c

4 99c

NO •

For

Bring any number. You must present
this
(*upon when ,you bring your cleaning
to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good Thru Jul 31 1971

•ONE'

--•:'!"•

PLAIN DRESSIS
$109
Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.

42.

Coupon Good Thru July 31, 1971
,.P pl.* •

BOONE'S
LAUNDRY & CLEANERS
"The Cleaner Interested In You"

Available At All
Boone's Cleaners,
5 Convenient Locations

During the mar
'descent, a "del
Condition develope(
to Harris, Upham
company believes
move could come
"Favorable ext•
would certainly he
not really be net
company says.
In the last 12
stock market wen
most rapid recovei
World War II pi
Webber, Jackson •
says. The compan:
end of April more
cent of all stocks
than they were
earlier. Now, as
averages back and
believes selectivit3
"key to capital gi

LADIES' SUITS

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good Thru July 31, 1971

Wall S
Chat

_ NEW YORK (L
fp the current dec
It hand, and a sur
ipme magnitude c
id," J. S. Love
believes. The com;
bullishness on thi
there has been •
pickup in busin
Love says the
expected to get ir
by the fourth quer
Is a scant few I
now, well within
six to nine months
lead time."

-

.ONE
All Coupons Good
thru July 31st At All
Boone's Cleaners Stores

Min's or Ladies'

BOONE'S

Employee groups with either Malor Medical benefits or the Extended Benefits
Endorsement need not apply for this coverage, as these contracts include benefits for this type care.
FOR MORE INFORMATION WITHOUT OBLIGATION
CONTACT
ENROLLMENT DEPARTMENT

ONE'S

CAII•
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Women Lose And Gain In Pollution Fight

Fultpn's Banana Festival
Planned For August 12-14
The Ninth International strive each year in a great
Banana Festival will be held in community effort to promote
the Twin-Cities of Fulton, Ken- better international relations
tucky and South Fulton, Ten- with our neighbors in the Latin
nessee on the dates of August American countries through the
12th, 13th, and 14th. Each year International Banana Festival.
the Festival grows larger and Serving on the Board of
attracts thousands of visitors to Directors are: Mr. W. P. Burthe Twin-Cities, which takes on a nette, Pres., Mr. Bill Harrison,
1st Vice President; Mrs. Hendon
truly festive air at this time.
Merchants decorate their store Wright, id Vice President; Mrs.
fronts, hands of bananas hang Mildred Freemard Secretary and
from parking meters, hospitality Mr. Bruce Wilson, Treasurer.
booths with free bananas are set
up at all entrances to the city and
every visitor is warmly
welcomed and urged to enjoy the
festivities.
Twenty students from Ecuador
an nearby banana producing
countries will arrive in Fulton
August 7th and will be guests ir
local homes for two weeks. These
While high unemployment is
students take part in many ac generally considered as a major
tivities of the Festival, but mos1 reason for the ever-growing
of all, they become a part of a welfare case load, evidence now
typical American family for that appears that among a large share
time and many lasting friend of welfare recipients, the inships are made.
centive to work is lacking.
A Marimba Band from This version of the old axiom,
Guatemala is always on hand to "you can drive a horse to water
play both in concert and for but you can't make him drink,"
dances and they capture the shows up with some apparent
hearts of all who hear their strength in a special survey
beautiful music. There is P being conducted in welfarecarnival and a midway,a Banana plagued California among inBake-Off, Area Arts and Crafts dependent employers by the
Mows, Street Dances, a Lun- National Federation
of Incheon and Style Show, Princess dependent Business.
Pageant, Governor's Luncheon
California was chosen for this
and Reception, big name shows special state NFIB survey
to appeal to all ages and much, because it, along with several
teach more.
other big states, is being pushed
Saturday morning there is a to the brink of bankruptcy by
Giant Parade with many bands welfare costs. The contention of
mai decorated floats. One of the the so-called "welfare rights"
hes of the Parade is a Giant organizations that have sprung
Shiana Pudding which will feed up is that if the economy of the
people.
state cannot provide jobs, then
Banana Pudding is served those on welfare are entitled to
at the City Park following a even higher benefits than
r-B-Q lunch. Saturday af- currently being paid.
ternoon following the Parade and So far, data secured from
Bar-B-Q there will be an old-time almost
4,000 independent
political rally with music and business proprietor respondents
tort addresses by the can- Indicate that only 36 percent of
didates.
the people referred to propIn another part of the park the sective employers by the state':
Battle of the Bands will hold employment offices, now called
sway Saturday afternoon and the Department of Humar
Saturday night at the Grandstand Resources Development, mall}
•the Kitty League Park a big want steady fobs in the opinion o:
Country and Western Show will these employers.
be staged.
Almost 70 percent, 69.5 to lac
Many dedicated citizens of
claim Oat,the anis aim ot
Mates awlsynth Fulton, all err* applicants referred to them by
clubs,the Chamber of Commerce the state are generally looking
and numerous volunteer workers for a job merely to fulfill their
unemployment requirements for
further benefits. Among those
showing up to apply, 37 percent
are not considered sufficiently
neat and presentable looking
enough to go to work.
this experience, it
With
perhaps follows that only 33
. NEW YORK (UM-An end percent of the business people
lb the current decline is "close currently consider the state
It hand, and a summer rally of agency a good source for
itome magnitude can be ezpect- qualified job applicants. Only 28
ad," J. S. Love & Co., Inc., percent report they have found
believes. The company bases Its such referrals qualified for the
bullishness on the belief that job offered.
there has been a "definite" On the other hand, these empickup in business activity. ployers report a better exLove says the economy is perience with the employment of
expected to get into high gear people on welfare when they are
by the fourth quarter "and that referred to them by a private
Is a scant few months from employment agency, or some
now, well within the market's other non-governmental source.
Six to nine months anticipatory Of the total respondents, 16
percent report they have
lead time."
knowingly employed people on
During the market's recent welfare, and 60 percent in this
tiescent, a "deep oversold group report that they were
condition developed," according satisfactory, and almosh 70
to Harris, Upham & Co. The percent report on the basis of this
company believes an upside experience they would be willing
move could come at any time. to hire others on welfare.
"Favorable external news However, of this group, less than
would certainly help but might 26 percent hired those referred to
not really be necessary," the them by the state agency.
company says.
It thus appears from the data
In the last 12 months, the compiled so far that while there
stock market went through the are those on welfare who are
most rapid recovery in the post assidiously seeking work, they
World War II period, Paine, are for the most part striking out
Webber, Jackson & Curtis Inc. on their own in seeking emsays. The company says by the ployment and are not depending
end of April more than 90 per on the state's welfare departcent of all stocks were higher ments.
than they were nine months If this assumption proves to be
earlier. Now, as the popular valid, it could perhaps support
averages back and fill, the firm the contention of California's
believes selectivity will be the Governor Reagan that the
biggest force blocking welfare
"key to capital gains."
reform is the army of social
"While current economic workers who wish to keep the
readings continue to be some- case load factor high by enthing less than impressive, the couraging welfare recipients to
stock market appears to have demand their "rights" rather
regained its footing,- Standard than rustle a job.
& Poor's Corp. believes, The
company says the market in
the coming months probably
Roll Out the Barrels
will build a base which could Many leading breweries are
provide a "springboard" for an ow shipping their product in
upward move. "Without ruling arrels made of nickel stainless
out the possibility of further teal, as evidenced by the fact
stainless
short term irregularity, inves- that some 5,500 tons of
in this ap
tors should commit uninvested are being consumed The advan
annually.
funds on a deliberate basis, plication stainless include protec
of
Owes
should
that
with a view to gains
tion of product purity, clean accrue later as the tempo of ability and high strength in a
the economy quickers," S&P lIghtweight barrel.
advises.

Incentive To
Work Lacking
Of Recipients

F

TOWER VIEW-The Apollo 15 Moon rocket is seen from
top of its umbilical tower at Cape Kennedy during
countdown dress rehearsal for the July 26 launch. Oxygen vapor can be seen venting from the booster base.
The photo was made by an automated camera.

FRANKFORT, Ky.-The -Reuse fabrics...for dusting, problem in water pollution- For more information on
phosphorus is. Combined with pollution control contact the
Women's Liberation Movement covering ironing boards.
has the American plastic, -when possible, but only items nitrogen in streams, phospherus Kentucky Air Pollution Control
machine-made culture against In returnable containers
or causes undesirable alge growth. Commission, 275 E. Main St..
them-in the form of pollution. bottles.
-Don't leave water running Frankfort, Ky. 40801 (564-3382)
technological ad- Return coat hangers.
With
unnecessarily. Fix rain spouts so
Just a Trim, Please
vancement characterizing the -Save glass jars and con- water runs into the yard, not into
hand-numbing task of
The
America woman's household, tainers for storing food and other the sewer.
trimming those stubborn blades
there is a bewildering variety of items. Avoid buying plastic
grass next to the sidewalk is
-Conserve electricity, par- of thing
discarded materials, most of containers for storage.
of the past, thanks to
a
Use
p.m.
7
to
6
which are time-saving con- -Crush cans to save space. ticularly from
electric grass shears now on the
veniences that help the American -Use the real thing instead of lower wattage bulbs on lights not market. And there's not a worry
wife join the working forces frozen, canned or bottled sub- used for reading; avoid electric about cutting the power cord, beblanakets; conserve fuel by cause the shears are powered
without being enslaved by stitutes.
sweater in the house by self-contained rechargeable
household drudgery.
-Learn organic gardening-in' wearing a
nickel-cadmium batteries.
conToday's electrical
place of insecticides, use birds, and lowering room temperature; Top Nickel Markets in 1970
veniences, plastic conveniences, natural predators. plant a
well-insulated houses shaded by
In 1970, as in previous years,
plastic and paper products and mixture of trees, shrubs or
trees and vines help reduce the stainless steel was the largest
non-biodegradable
disposable,
plants instead of a need for electric coolers. (Lower single nickehconsuming product.
garden
containers (even chemical monoculture--this reduces the electrical power consumpthin Of the 985 million pounds of
gardening aids) enable the chance of an insect outreduces thermal pollution loads new nickel consumed, 41 per
working woman to keep house break...use coffee grounds and
cent went into stainless. The
from nuclear generating plants
with minimal effort.
tea leaves around shrubbery and and sulphur dioxide and particle consumer products industry represented the biggest end use for
But, according to a "bat- plants, use leaves, grass clipemission at coal-burning plants I. nickel-containin •r
tleplan" to fight pollution com- pings and branches in compostpiled by the Kentucky Air don't burn them.. remove weeds
Pollution Control Commission by hand instead
of using
(KAPCC), those conveniences chemicals.
are coding our environment- -Use live Christmas trees and
'polluting irwith excess paper, replant them.
plastics, insecticides, pesticides -Don't use the sink disposal
and phosphates, while using up for organie doggers like fats or
such vital resources as elec, unds-give the fats to
tricity, oxygen and water.
btfids.
Women, whether at home or -Avoid
phosphate
high
out in the business world, will detergents by using soap powder
have to "regroup" to help the and washing soda. Avoid enzyme
environment survive.
pre-soaks. Suds are not the big
all
those
for
So,
"homemakers" who at times
may feel that their life has no real Summer Refreshment
The peach has been prized as
purpose because they're not
delicacy throughout history,
employed, this may be the opand it's still a delicacy, but
portunity to put their own stamp
one that everybody can afford.
on their surroundings and, in a In Queen Victoria's England
larger sense,to shape a pollution- peaches were worth about $5.00
free environment.
each and were a treaAured deFor those women who work, it light served in snowy white wool
may take the reorganizing and a on special occasions. Today, you
greater sharing of household can enjoy fresh, juicy peaches
their every day for a refreshing lift
with
responsibilitiy
husbands. But,the very wor- when summer weather gets you
thwhile result-a cleaner, purer down. Eat them out of hand as
environment-will give both a quick desserts or snacks, or try
sense of persoriel worth and a fresh peach pie or parfait.
Any way you choose, you'll be
collective power.
The projected figures indicate enjoying fresh, natural flavor
A BARBECUE LUNCHEON WILL BE SERVED
and nutrition.
that two pounds of domestic
waste are generated per person
AT 7:00 P.M.
per day in ow- society. It will cost,
There will be a short business session after
not only in money but in time
and effort, to reduce that amount
lunch, three new Directors will be elected to
of waste.
KAPCC's "battleplan of acserve for three years.
tion" lists some of the following
PRIZES WILL BE AWARDED to lucky ticket
methods to start the domestic
LAKE BARKLEY. K. drugs
fight on pollution:
of
Problems in the IISP
holders, in addition a small prize for everyone
in family practice will be
for
in attendance.
seminar
L. -Stop consuming so muck; disc:assert at a
7. physicians to be held at Lake
repair, reuse, do without.
In order to be served a lunch, you must
- -Avoid unnecessary use of Barkley Lodge next WednesThursday.
and
day
towel
paper
a
use
paper: don't
have a lunch ticket. Tickets may be picked up
when a -sponge will do; use cloth
the association office any time before Noon
at
psychoAntibiotics:
napkins, hankerchiefs, diapers
cardiac drugs
drugs.
tropic
paper
avoid
handtowels;
and
Friday, July 30th. Please pick them up or send
and special problems in drug
plates, napkins, cups.
by
discussed
therapy will be
by your neighbor, we must know how many
-Don't use colored facial faculty . from Vanderbilt Unitissue, paper towels or toilet
Medicine.
plates to reserve for you.
versity School of
Registration begins at 7:45
tissue. Dyes pollute water badly.
This is your meeting, come and hear the
-Recycle newspapers and a.m. Wednesday and the promagazines (one ton of recycled gram will adjourn at 4:30
report on your business!
p.m. The sessions will open
paper saves 17 trees). Shin
at 4:30.
close
and
a.m,
8:30
at
magazines-give old magazines Atm on the following day.
ro hospitals and organizations
-Stop junk mail-ask that your
This is the second seminar
name be taken off the list, for physicians held at Lake
complain to the Post Office.
Barkley sponsored by the Ken-Leave unnecessary wrapping tucky Academy of General
Murray, Ky.
Industrial Road
at the store. Carry a reusable tote Practice-, Vanderbilt UniverConMedicine's
of
sity
School
wrappingand
753-2924
bag to save paper
Phone
tinuing' Education Division
tell the manager why.
and
the
Mid-South
Tennessee
in bulk to reduce Regional Medical
Buy
Program
packaging.
in
-Avoid buying pro ducts
PVC containers)clean, non-rigid,
glass-like containers). They form
corrosive gases when burned.

NOTICE
MEETING

The 30th Annual Membership
Meeting of the

CALLOWAY COUNTY SOIL
IMPROVEMENT ASSN., Inc.

Sen. Hubert

Humphrey, D-MInn., and Sen. George McGov-

ern, fl-S.D., In a lwads-together chat at the meeting.

of Murray, Kentucky
will be held
SATURDAY EVENING,
JULY 31st at 7:00 P.M.
the meeting will be held at the
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
LIVESTOCK PAVILION
on the College Farm Road

Physicians Seminar
On Drugs Slated

.Men.. 4,ktilbund Musick-. 1)-Maine, and Rep. Wilbur Mills.
11-Ark. Mills left the meeting early, hut in agreement.

Calloway County Soil
,Improvement Assn.

sea. Birch &wk. D-Ind.

Sen. Fred Harris, D-Okla.

FIRST OF THE LITTLE SPENDERS?-These six possible
Democratic presidential nominees agreed at a meeting
in Washington to hold campaign spending to 5 cents per
registered voter In states where they enter primaries
They agreed at a dinner meeting hosted by National
Chairman Lawrence F. O'Brien.

SINGER'S 120th
SALE
BIRTHDAY
Weeks)
(2

POLY KNITS

This special price includes 100
bolts of New Fall Knits that
REDUCED TO
have just arrived!
BIG TABLE of

RAYON & COTTON

SUITINGS
Values to

4

1-30" Base Utility Cabinet

'58.00

1-30" Louvered Door

'14.00

24-7" Roller Covers
1-3°x6'-P/4" 8 Panel Ext

74'
'31.57

10-24" White Vanities
9-Talk & See Through Door Knockers

'45.00
15.95

8-32" Metal Thresholds ••••

'1.38

l-.3,x5 Twin Window unit

'77.46

k 2-30" 6RP Door Units
/
3 pr.-79W' Aluminum Shutters
1-32" Ext Door Frame

Final
Clearance
New Shipment Just Arrived!

1.79

b-i" Paint Pans ................... 694
72" to 96"
'3.41
2-Adj. Closet Rods
6.17
836.75
1-36" Range Hood

BONDED CREPE
$ 1 88 Yd.

1-97xGold Shag Carpet

15 of The
Best Colors

ALL SALES CASH AND FINAL * NO REFUNDS * NO EXCHANGES

s pApiring
Murray Sewing Center t
Open 8:00 a.m. to 9 p.m. - 1 to 6 Sunday

Now
554
2.73
'4.94
25.72
31.00
12.00
504
25.25
'26.00
4.90
$1.10
51.00
28.00
'11.60
'10.00

Center ApppovED UNGER DEALER

Murray, Ky.
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reasonable time, without chargemanufacturers whose products
-closing present loopholes in
please.
fail to
warranties. This may find more
One dissident view of the
among the businessmen
favor
iegisiauon oy
Representative who are concerned about inthat
"performance-life,
Price is
creasing consumer protection.
under normal use" is a concept
difficult to pin down, since
customers vary widely in their
use, or abuse, of the products.
But on the other hand, support
inpercent of the
by 43
Kentucky Conference of
dependents does seem to indicate The
Parents and Teachers leadersufficient generral dissatisfacheld at
ship conference will be
tion with durable products' Eastern State University at
performance to cause many Richmond, Tuesday and
business people to hope that this Wednesday.
measure would bring results.
The Federation is currently Those attending from First
asking independents whether District PTA will be Mrs. Hazel
they would support legislation to Bennett, 3rd vice president of
require that any fir issuing a -ful Kentucky PTA; Mrs. Pat
president
warranty" on a product assume Earles, First District
ninimum repair or replacement and Mrs Jerry Reed, secretary
First District.
of defective parts within a of

SOCIAL
SECURITY
NEWS
The Sociai Security Administration is continually trying
to provide better service to the
people it serves. One of the most
effective methods for providing
better service is use of the
telephone. The new approach is
caned "TEL.F.RFRWCE."
The Social Security Administration has found that most
social security business can be
conducted by telephone without
the individual having to meet a
social security representative in
person. This includes taking
claims, answering questions, or
completing questionnaires over

the phone. The claim can 'be
completed over the telephone
and sent to the applicant for
signature. The application is then
returned to the social security
office with all proofs( proof of
age, proof of earnings, proof of
relationship, etc.).
"TELESERV10E," saves
times for the claimant as well as
for social security. We encourage
full and regular use of this service. The telephone number for
the Paducah office is 443-7321.

CARFI-FAS COOK JAILED
BANGKOK (UPI)—Criminal
Court Thursday sentenced a
cook to 3% years in prison for
causing a hotel fire that killed 24
persons.
Vichian Hoonpeng received a
seven-year sentence which was
reduced by half because of his
confession. Vichian was working as a cook at the Imperial
Hotel April 20 when it was
destroyed by fire.
The public prosecutor told the
asleep
fell
Vichian
court
without turning off a gas stove
which started the fire.

THIEF PLAYS HOOKEY
LOS ANGELES (UPI)—A
robber with a pistol took $1,000 THOMSON AHEAD
BIARRITZ, France ( UPI)—
from the Security Pacific
Thomson of Australia
Peter
National Bank Friday. Police
think it was the same robber' fired a three-under-par 643
who held up two other branches Friday to take a one stroke
of the same bank on Friday, lead after the second round of
the French Open Golf TourJune 25 and Friday, July 2.
nament.

China that President
NIXON HOSTS—These are the two top officials of Communist
Chou En-lai, who
Nixon will visit in Peking within the next nine months. Premier
deified Man
virtually
the
is
right
at
and
left,
at
is
invitation,
officially issued the
Peking.
in
event
an
at
shown
are
They
Tse-tung, party chairman.
to bringing the government into
the picture, as proposed by this
bill, to help shoppers make their
selections of merchadise. The
idea persists that consumers
already have access to inwith regulations, testing and formation on product reliability,
enforcement.
and generally know which
The businessmen are almost manufacturers have records of
equally divided on the question. quality performance; and that
They realize that business as a the free,competitive market will,
whole benefits if the consumer is in time, eliminate those
satisfied, but roughly half object

Consumer Dissatisfaction
May Force New Legislation
Can anyone foretell now long a
vacuum cleaner will continue to
function? A radio? An electric
iron?
Proposed legislation to set up
Federal machinery to tell the
consumer the performance life to
be expected from these and other
durable products is before
Congress. Consumer protection
may be its goal, but the nation's
independent business proprietors
cast a dubious eye on the bill by
Representative Melvin Price of
Minois, a poll by the National
Federation of Independent
Business funds.
an
regulations
Under
guidelines established by the
National Bureau of Standards,
manufacturers of durable consumer products, including
household appliances, would be
required to state the expected
performance-life under normal
use.
The National Federation of
Independent Business poll finds
43 percent of th business owners
in favor of this legislation, 49
percent opposed and 8 percent
undecided. Because no majority
was registered, pro or con, the
Federation will not take a
position on this bill.
brealodoom of ballots shows
Kentucky businessmen giving
this response: 45 percent for the
legislation, 48 percent taking a
negative view, and 7 percent
undecided.
The poll covered a crosssection of the nation's 5'42 million
of which
independents,
manufacturers represent about 8
percent, and durable products
manufacturers even less. So the
poll results seem to reflect
general independent business
opinion on the question of
whether the Federal government
should initiate such a consumerinformation program, complete

,K
ea

twos; www.; sports New,: ditthr
•311 A Ilirdk-Ey• View Guremoke

Big Shot is Polaroid's lowest priced
color camera. It's called Big Shot because it takes only close-up portraitsthe kind of pictures you've always wanted
and it develops them in a minute. Easy
to use!

Sports I Dream of Jeannie
Let's Molts a Deal

I nstamat c
Kodak
the camera
X-15
takes flash
that
without
pictures
flash batteries. InCX 126-12
cludes:
Film
Kodacolor
Cartridge, Attractive
camera pouch case,
Smile saver pocket
picture album, and 3
Sylvania Blue Dot
Magicubes
which
take 12 flash pictures

Mike DODIDOS
Mike Douelas

2
a

4

Singing Cony ; NewsAll ATy Children
Noon
Let's Make a Deal
50 kWorld Turns
ttred Thing tilziny
owir Dame
D:gor
Splior
of Our I..,yes 4Pur
.
..
dily
me
:1110 Another World
Con.,at HOwital
Secret Storm
:XI Bright Promise
On, LII, To Liv
Edge of Night
:1110 Somerset
Cromer Pyle. USMC
.0 Here Come Brides Jeff's Collie
coma
Brides Moyle:
d Wild West
OAre
Daniel Boone
"Dangerous When
AO West: Actier News Wet"
ADC Evewtne News
:0 NBC NitittlY N•Wri CBS !vintner News
News: Wflw
Sisal%

;, Did I Get a i
le
i rr
'
rirn 113
1"iio
"
AO Wrong Number!" CBS News Special
:30 Movie
CBS News Special

15' ANDERSON
boat. 25 H.P.
electric start
All good conditio
8861.

141,2 FT. GLASSiron, skiis, conve
__mowing COVer.
excess, boat 3 w
Phone 753-6344.
RED MALE Dac
AKC registered.
after 4:00p.m.
LAttlirEST VARI
in Kentucky. No
prices. Country
Army Surplus F
from Hopkinsville,
117 & 164. Open Sun
p.m.

7 11 "1,17,dvr,g,'"
e

FREEZERS—NE
chest, $224.40 deli
upright $244.6
Montgomery W
1966.

"The Old Man
Who Cried Wolf"
Marcus Welby.-M
Marcus Weiby, A4.0.
It likes a Thiel
It Tikes a Thief
News; Wthr.; Sports
Dick Covett
Dick Cavell
Dick Case??

LIKE NEW,
Hallmark mobile
furnished, inclu
central air. Make
753-9612.
Our regular stock of famous
brand 5.88 tapes at a 1.51
savings.

KODAK 126 FILM

SIP OIL TREATMENT)

BLACK Ii,IYHITE

VASELINE
INTENSIVE CARE

0I L
TREATMENT

ADO tc•TOU,
Ott

For skin dried Out by weather housework or harsh
Non -greasy
detergents
Dry skin feels better fast
150z.Sizewith dispenser,

MOBILE HOME
Lake, 10 miles fro
Sh
Panorama
bedrooms, 16x16 ft.
separate dining r
heat
electric
conditioning, all ne
including washer.
Phone 436-5571.
CLEARANCE SAL
$3.00, Bluebird bo
have dog houses wi
floors for easy clea
1712.

Values to 29.88

Rum Watches!

LAS'

14K Gild Watches!
Men's 14K Gehl Watches!
Day-Dates! Automatics!

VA*. *roesummer recreation program conducted by the family campgrounds in
the
of
10111111 are NW facet
Robertson Elementary
TVA*,Land Between the Lakes. Mr. Dennis Taylor Principal of Carter and
of Southern Illinois
Rasham
Dan
such
as
im
.tudents,
the
supersises
Marra).
Schools its
programs
hue
st
planning
credit
recreatlots
college
rnisersity nib earn
•

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING!

Evinrude, tilt trail
top, camping top,
extras, $1250.00. Ca
382-2299.
GEORGE YOU
and 1 will clean the
Blue Lustre as I r
shampooer from W
Home of "The Wish
Well."

19, 1971
1
ced a
rison for
killed 24

MONDAY--JULY 19, 1971
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FOR SALE

told the
asleep
as stove

FUR SALE

For Sale
AMAZON
PARROTS

(UPI)ails
-par 66
stroke
round of
If Tour-

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
LOOKING FOR an attractive
brick home? Try 104 North 18th.
Three bedrooms, Abudant
closets, two full baths, large
garage, lawn and patio. Enjoyable kitchen and living area.
Quiet neighborhood. Phone 753J19C
6527.

SERVICES OFFERED

WANTED TO RENT

SERVICES OFFERED

VIRMiTIS
tat Yoar Home

SPID111$
Are Poison

TWO RESPONSIBLE college
men want above average furrushed two bedroom apartment
or house to rent for August 1.
J19P
Phone 753-9982.

Biblical air force
spreads the word

By ROYAL BRIGHTBILL
WAXHAW, N.C. (UPI)- A
REASONABLE TWO bedroom
J19C single-engine aircraft expertly
house. Phone 753-5058.
I 111
1 141US
10A[
settles on the first few yards of
11"--11:::Germs
a narrow, 640-foot strip
rent
to
wants
PALISADE, N.J. (UPI) COUPLE
ADULT
hacked from the rain forest of Hot pants and mini.skirts have
or
reasonable small house
Ecuador.
THREE BEDROOM home, on 3
knocked out a device that used
apartment, furnished or unSomewhere in the Philli- to bring shrieks from the ladies
acres, basement, air conditioned,
436Murray
near
or
in
furnished,
a
:rom
*
.
lit
helicopter
a
pines,
males
from
fully carpeted, stove, dish
cheers
and
J22C
5331 after 5:00.
primitive pad.
GROWN MALE & FEMALE plus CAGE
spectators at Palisades Amusewasher, 10 miles east of Murray
In Peru, a roaring World War
AUTOS FOR SALE
ment Park here - the air
on Highway 94. Phone 474II amphibian strains to break blowing machines that sent
for nominal price of $40
J19C
2329.
1968 CHEVROLET pick-up, wide the liquid grip of the high women s skirts rooming upwaters of Lake
short bed, solid white, 6 cl. altitude
Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours
wards as they innocently
Cushillacocha.
May see at 402% S. 16th St. after
at
See
413
shift.
straight
passed through the entrance of
...
Winter
and Summer
a day the year round
J-A-A-R-S
letters
The
Sycamore or Call 753-6496. J19C
the fun house.
painted on the tails of all three
Park officials said that, for
5:30 p.m. until 8:00 p.m. Couple without
link
aircraft
uniquely-suited
obvious reasons, the machines
69 GTO automatic, power
most
the
perhaps
to
them
no longer were needed and that
steering and brakes. Airunusual "air force" in the the men who operated them
children preferred.
conditioner. Call 753-7566, after
and
world.
were re-trained and relocated
J19P
6:00p.m.
They are airships of the
in new jobs.
Jungle Aviation and Radio
EXCEPTIONAL BUY, two
Service, a technical support
bedroom brick in Meadow Green
100 S. 13th Street
Murray, Ky.
Bible
Wycliffe
of
arm
Acres. 11-2 ceramic tile baths,
Evinrude
H.P.
18
Nite
BOAT,
JON
14'
or
Phone 753-3914 Day
AKC TOY Poodles and Irish
home year - has never had an
Their
Inc.
Translators
inFor
carport.
carpeted,
474Phone
motor and trailer.
Setter Puppies.Phone 753base is here, about 25 miles operational fatality.
Owned and Operated Over 20 Yearb
J20C
J19C formation call 753-3161.
"We do our technical best,
Al4C 2796.
1882.
of Charlotte.
south
Licensed by State of Kentucky
and we leave the rest to the
Translators
Bible
Wycliffe
YAMAHA, 1970 model, 800 PARTIALLY WOODED lot,
Lord," said Ed Boyer, flier and
v• Member Chamber of Commerce
FREEZERS-NEW 2.1 cu. tt. 175 cc
NEW YORK (UM-A -ma- Inc. has as its mission the office director of the Summer
reworked, just like new, 105'x160' in Sherwood Forest.
miles,
God,
of
word
the
of
teaching
chest, $224.40 delivered, 21 cu. ft.
dt
Edie
D.
jor worry" for Lionel
Phone 753-7358, after 4:00
Linguistics
sell. Call Bruce 753of
Institute
upright $244.66 delivered, priced to
TFC PROFESSIONAL, EX- CEPTIC TANK cleaning, back Co., is that the administration as it is written in the Bible, in (Wycliffe's overseas name) in
J19C p.m.
7163.
the
of
tongues
native
753the
Main
510
Ward,
Montgomery
The
PERIENCED painter, will work 1:'e work. Phone Rex Camp. 753- will propose a tax cut.
million Washington.
TFC
1966.
July29C company believes a cut wo*d world's estimated 160
To qualify as a JAARS
195 FORD TRACTOR loader with THREE BEDROOM ranch style contract jobs, on hourly basis, 5933who have no written
people
result in a "disastrous sequence
pilot, a man must have a
Sherman back hoe. Call 753has own equipment. Call HObaths,
with
two
brick
home,
language.
include'
15' ANDERSON LAP-STRIP 6402.
300 hours flying
J22P
.121P WANTED: ODD JOBS Phone of events," which
pilots _ are_ a minimum of
JAARS
carpet, fire place, washer and 2287.
boat. 25 H.P. McCullough,
J20C "sharply lower bond prices and highly-skilled, hiedy-motivated time, a commercial license, be.
753-9511.
health and posses an
electric start motor and trailer, 1983 CHEVROLET, Gravel dryer Units, central heat. Phone
yet higher yields ... a sharp breed of missionary-aviators
J19C
powerplant
and
e
All good condition. Phone 753- Dump truck with 12 foot bed. Call 753-6759.
decline in stock prices in who are asked to fly over
J22P 753-6402.
8861.
reaction to higher interest rates forbidding terrain, from the (mechanic)license.
J22P
He must also be spiritually
(and) a renewed slump in Himalayan Mountains to the
NEW THREE bedroom home
motivated, have a working
spending."
consumer
a
on
land
jungles,
Brazilian
with bath, overlooking Kentucky
postage stamp and not look for knowledge of the Bible and
Lake, 16 miles from Murray,
pass a 10-hour intensive
The Indicator Digest believes a paycheck.
some finish work yet to be done,
still has a
air service, linguistic course.
market
-year-old
23
The
bull
"this
KY.
LOUISVILLE,
637-2778
beach
ramp
Ph.
includes
and
boat
COMPLETE LINE OF INSECTICIDES
JAARS pilots routinely
The like its parent Wycliffe, is a
go."
to
way
good
area privileges, $7,850. Call Mrs.
have to land on short strips
MEMPHIS,
Ph.
TENN.
525-1415
apparent
Mission."
"Faith
is
it
says
AND FERTILIZERS
newsletter
Helm, 436-5320 Hamlin, Ken"We operate on gifts," said such as the 640-foot slash in a
from past experience that when
TFC
tucky.
256-5847
Ph.
TENN.
NASHVILLE,
jungied valley at Tbeauca
Let Us Help You With Your Needs
peak volume such as was JAARS personnel director Village in Equador, where 15
Piper,
-year-old
flier
48
a
Merrill
is
spring
the
in
436-5332
SMALL FARM; good location;
experienced
Ph.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
years ago some of the
business or future investment.
followed by an intermediate with experience in several tribesmen killed five missionarcountries.
American
South
One mile East Murray, apcorrection, a stage is being set
"There is no agency, ies.
proximately 10 acres pasture.
for a final upsurge.
Piper said two of the killers
500 N 4th
NOTICE
lots
vacant
BUSMIOG
or non-governgovernment
WILL
water.
stables,
fencing,
become leading evangehave
Azimminamaziosammmong Hog wire
Reasonab
ment, that gives us anything.
Cozy older 7 room house, modern. -ide city limits.
lists among their people and
iTh
is
no
denomination,
There
AlOC
753-3798.
Phone
rates.
5
GLASSFT.
GET
MORE
102
BUY 5,
COCKER SPANIEL pups AKC For appointment call 436Since the bottom of the
visited the center here.
one church that finances us." recently
tron, skiis, convertible, trailer, registered. Blonde, shots, 2173.
ON US ....
TFC
,--They were accompanied by
current reaction seems "to be
years
23
in
grew
JAARS
_ moving cover. sad aU ether4derwormed. Phone 753-5605. J21P
of one of
behind us," Fraser Manage- from
BARHORNBUCKLE'S
airplane, Rachel Saint, sister
one
a
LOVELY FIVE bedroom home.
excess, boat 3 weeks old. $2050.
Today you can begin a ment Associates feels the one-country operation in Peru the slain missionaries, who
3:00
Open
SHOP,
BER
Phone 753-6344.
J22C BELTONE FACTORY fresh full basement, large corner lot.
business of your own with half major question "is whether or to its present fleet of 34 went into the village to carry
p.m -10.00 p.m Tuesday
hearing aid batteries for all make 75x150. Owner transferring. 1700
the investment normally not what we have seen to date aircraft operating from 11 out the Bible translation work.
Friday.
through
Miller.
Asking
$17,500.00
Phom
"One of the killers told me,
RED MALE Dachshund puppy hearing aids. Wallis Drugs-. 1TC
unique as a recovery is to be termed a bases in nine countries from
required. Our
Saturday, 11:00-7:00.
TEC
753-4178.
'If five men gave their lives to
AKC registered. Call 753-2777
something
or
VENDING
rally
TALKING
summer
to
Himalayas
the
in
Nepal
Monday.
Closed
me God's word, I'm
TFC CREOSOTED POLES, for pole
give
after 400p.m.
MACHINE, dispensing more significant." Fraser ex- Nigeria in Africa.
spacious
Boy's Haircut, 75c.
FOUR-BEDROOM
to give my life to bril
willing
barn construction, utility poles
it
it
because
service
air
prices
busy
The
cookies, crackers and candy, pects higher
Men's Haircut, VIM.
home on Hermitage. 2,500 square
God's word to my people,'
.11,AtitiEST VARIETY of pistols and boat docks. Murray Lumber
can be the beginning of an holds to -a slightly more flew the equivalent of 16 times
BARHORNBUCKLE'S
feet of living space plus two car
last Piper said.
Nin Kentucky. No increase in Co., Maple Street, Murray,
workl
the
independent business that you optimistic view of the economic around
garage on lot 150x380 fully landBER SHOP
prices. Country Boy Stores, the Kentucky.
ITC
diverse
the
than
time
can
full
climate
a
into
develope
J24C
213 Spruce Street
scaped. Call 753-7905.
Army Surplus Folks. 9 miles
career.
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PHONE 753-7742
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mass media."
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to
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$10
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- LIKE NEW, 1969, 12x52, IF CARPETS look dull and drear, per month. Phone 436-5320. J26C
the remaining balance over 24 is producing more of a chill
WANT TO BUY
Hallmark mobile home, partially remove spots as they appear with
equal monthly payments, with than a glow (and l it's not over
NO yet," according to the Janeway
furnished, including 2"i ton Blue Lustre. Rent electric TWO BEDROOM house, kitchen,
INTEREST,
NO
1970
or
WANT TO BUY 1968, 1969
Publishing de Research Corp.
central air. Make an offer. Call shampooer $1. Big K.
and
J24C den, living room, bath, hall
CHARGES
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pick-up truck. Low Mileage. In
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J20C
753-9612.
FEES.
By VERNON SCOTT
NO
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carpet, range, refrigerator. good condition. Phone 753.6030
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beginning to be viewed as a
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Large lot, outside storage. 317 after 5:00 p.m.
FOR RENT
are his bag.
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selling
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opportunity.
This offer doubles your in650 TRIUMPH 1971, tow mileage.
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Tony
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recreation
ROOMS
with
LARGE
'last chance' rally of 1971-72,
J19P
Phone 753-6394.
J21C WANT TO BUY; logs and vestment power. You can
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timber.
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Janewsummer
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money
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sale lumber and
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to
nothing
"There's
equipment. This means twice ay warns,
condition. Phone 436-5400. J21C FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
here in the series.
'Murray Saw Mill and Lumber
profits from the very
the
Were it not for greenbacks, compare with all that in
one and two bedrooms. Washers WANTED: LADY, age group 25- Co. Phone 753-4147.
Southern California," he says.
beginning,. ,
BALDWIN SMALL upright and dryers available. ZimNEW YORK (UPI)-"The the actor wouldn't budge from "Los Angeles is a dreary, dull
40 full time for local retail store.
New
York.
piano. Guaranteed in perfect merman Apartments, South 16th
business upturn is progressing
LEGAL NOTICE
Knowledge of drugs or drug store
town. And it's so ugly."
J20C
For complete information,
condition. Call 753-6611.
J20C experience helpful. Typing a
Street. Phone 753-6609.
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being spewed by the govern- North weatern
musicals and
new
Broadway's
live
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Department of Highways
dogs, 18 months old. Also a central air, central heat, fully C,Murray,Ky.42071.
Venda-Talker, Inc.
ment," according lb Devon in an immense New York
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dramas.
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Contractors
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Notice
cabinet T.V.
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carpeted. Phone 753-9741. No
Securities. The company, apartment overlooking Central
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Three times a week he walks
2105.
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644
views it as "bullish" Park.
though,
Pets.
from his apartment to a nearby
LOCAL BUSINESS wants ex- Sealed bids will be received by Cincinnati, Ohio 45203
for the stock market because
gymnasium avhere he works
MOBILE HOME on Kentucky ONE BEDROOM furnished perienced office personnel. Send the Department of Highways, at 513-721-2211
Unhappily, in Tony's mind
"it means a continuation of
and
lifting
weights
out
Kentucky,
in
Murray
Lake, 10 miles from
apartment, air-conditioned. resume of personal, educational its office, Frankfort, Daylight
expansionary fiscal and mone- at least, he must spend six
struggling through pushups and
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until
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Eastern
a.m.
Panorama
a
a
in
months
year
Sunset
Strip
and
background
employment
Water and sewerage paid.
tary policies and an environsitups.
bedrooms, 16x16 ft. living room, Available now. Phone 753-9741. including machines able to Time on the 23rd day of July, ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser- ment in which inflationary hotel for his co-starring role in
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be
Murray,
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room,
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time
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with Felix, Ungar, the
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phone
Sanders,
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,j2ric publicly opened and read
other half of the odd couple,
heat
electric
E,Murray,Kentucky .
nervous fussbudget he portrays
A5C
mington, Kentucky.
New
a
(also
Jock
Klugman,
improvement of:
conditioning, all new appliances, TWO BEDROOM mobile home,
Up until recently, it's been Yorker) lives in the
on the show, but there are
same hotel
including washer. On private lot. private. Air-conditioned with
similarities in the precise life
relatively easy to "make when
WANTED: Calloway county, SP 18-423; The
HOMEWORKERS
the
series
is
in
J20C
Phone 436-5571.
automatic washer. Located at part-time, full-time work at home Hazel-Crossland-Lynn Grove.
style of the actor and Neil
money's in the stock market, production.
J20C mailing our circulars. For details Browns Store-Ky 121 ( Ky 893/
Simon's fictional Ungar.
Stella.Phone 489-2595.
Paine, Webber, Jackson dr
CLEARANCE SALE;- Hat race
Curtis, Inc. says. The company
stamped Road, from approximately 0.70
self-addressed,
York
New
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rush
Randall
looks
It
Randall
$3.00, Bluebird box $3.50, also ,.YEW TWO bedroom duplex envelope and 35c to US En- mile south of Ky 94 extending
cautions, however, that the City for many reasons. To
have dog houses with detachable apartment. Central heat and air, terprises. P.O. Box 813-A7, southerly to the Dan Caldwell
market's performance will be begin with, he is• compulsive well-groomed on the show it is
because he is wearing clothes
Would you like to
floors for easy cleaning. Call 753- carpet, 6130.00 per month. Phone Mayfield,Kentucky 42066. TFC Road (CR 1296), a distance of
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especially tailored for himself.
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all
love
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to
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1.200 miles. Bituminous Concrete
finest
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He orders a half-dosen sport
manage
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I
when
changes in conditions and to the in New York
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finish
jackets
and four new suits each
carpenter
ROUGH
for
apartment
NICE LAKE front
possible desirability of reducing anything else to do," he says.
CR Group 69 (1971)
FABRIC SHOP?
season.
GIRLS 26" bicycle, $10.00 Phone rent for up to four persons. wanted, also laborers. Call Calloway,County
the common stock portions of "You have a full day just
TFNC Everything furnished including Conaway Construction Co. 502753-9427.
looking at things and people."
Roads in Calloway
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are passed "the initial reaction five-room
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Lynn Grove Egg Company. Surface Class I.
314 North Main
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at'
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time
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Full
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work.
Evinrude, tilt trailer, convertible beautiful, quiet living. Highway
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the bond market," Halsey. have collected over the years. of the day he's in no mood to
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Many Singles On Their Death Claims Health Measures Key To Now It's Jill St. John!
Reduction In Fatalities the
Own In City And County Mts. Colson
Delbert duns, president of
By M. C. Garrott
Mrs. Lucy

Exodus of Stars From Hollywood Continues

Death claimed
Living alone has become a would have had no alternative in
Kentucky Temperance Union,
Benton Route Five on
Ken Helton and Don Brock,
modern-day development ir former years but to reside with Colson of
and
Sy ARMY ARCHERS
Health measures and the
Saturday at 8:20 p.m. at the
and drug coordinators
alcohol
Calloway County.
Central Press Association Correspondent
relatives or friends, have now Murray-Calloway County treatment of the individual,
Mayfield
and
Paducah
HOLLYWOOD—Another film beauty is deserting the hills of
Many unattached men and found it possible to support
with the
She was 59 years of age rather than punishment of the mental health centers.
Hollywood. And It's not the smog that causes today's candidate
women in the local area, vrhc themselves and have their own Hospital.
driver,
are
the keys to
Parkins in the list of
and her death was due to com- drunken
More than 180 professional and to join both Dyan Cannon and Barbara
reduction in the
living quarters.
plications following an extended significant
departeea.
concerned
leaders
community
Included in this unattached Illness.
nation's alcohol-related traffic
Jill St. John told me,
and alcohol- "I'm selling my home in Beverly Hills,"
group are young people and older Mrs. Colson was a member of fatalities, the Kentucky School of with alcoholism
"because it has become a chain around my neck. I can't go anyattending
where without elaborate arrangements for its care while I'm
people who are unmarried as well the Pleasant Hill Baptist Church Alcohol Studies was told here related problems are
absent. Besides, as beautiful as it is, it has 11 rooms and no
the school.
as divorced and widowed persons In Trigg County. She was born in Wednesday.
YORK (UPI)—The who have remained single.
NEW
bachelor girl needs that sort of place."
Trigg County on November 28, Speaking on alcohol and traffic
And--she intends to remain a bachelor girl for quite a while,
stock mazket opened Loder in
alone
living
the
of
result
As a
1911, and her parents were the safety at the week-long school,
will shop for a London flat as a permanent address or as permoderate turnover today.
the
trend among this group,
and Pearl the first ever held in Kentucky,
manent as she'll allow herself. She also plans to spend a great
Shortly after the opening, the number of dwelling units in late Thomas Flood
Ralph Daniel, chief of alcoholism
of time at ski resorts- either European or western U.S.,
deal
Flood.
Dixon
average
Dow Jones industrial
Calloway County that are oc- She is survived by her husband, programs with the Michigan
even plans to buy a chalet.
showed a loss of 0.15 at 8811.38. cupied by only one person has
"Everybody knows my movie career hasn't exactly been stuRoute Department of Health, Lansing
Declines topped advances, 1Z risen considerably in the last ten Rimon Colson of Bentonup to now," she admitpendous
said:
Mrs.
Five; four daughters,
to 1, among the 323 Maim years.
ted, "but getting a chance to co"We are on the verge today of
of
Jones
(Genella)
Jewell
crossing the tape.
star in a 'James Bond' film —
According to the Department of
bringing together health people,
and with the REAL (James
Phillips surrendered % to 34 Commerce, the proportion of ICIrksey Route One, Mrs. Roscoe alcoholism people and traffic
Mrs.
and
Hondo Sean Connery, too boot
Atlantic Richfield and Getty housing units in the local area (Hazel) Underhill
of safety people in an exciting new
--is worth all of the 'schlock'
also lost % each to Mil and that are occupied by singles is Melvin (Mildred) Culver, both
combination which is going to
I've been in during the days
Mrs.
and
Five,
Route
Benton
88%, respectively. Standard now 15.6 per cent. This compares
when I needed the money. The
(Patricia) Henson ol have a very vital effect on the
James
of California fell % to 56%.
whole world knows :James
with the 1960 average of 9.6 per Benton Route Four; one son. reduction in the number of fatal
shoats—for a new career.
Jill Si. John looks tense as she
In the rails, Chesapeake & cent.
Bond' is really something."
crashes."
highway
Route
Benton
of
Colson
Billy
The whole world also knows
Ohio dipped % to 59%, with Elsewhere in the United States,
The greatest cause of highway
that Jill St. John is likewise. more action than the above—
Burlington Northern down % to the one-person households Five; one brother, Robert Flood
Daniel
is
emphasized,
accidents,
eight
The carrot-topped Hollywood and movie roles. She travels
of Murray Route Three;
47.
amount to 17.6 per cent. In the
jet-setter, who gets around ro- around the globe to choose mahuman error, and the larger the
Monsanto gained 44 to 46% in East South Central States they grandchildren.
mantically and travels faster terials or fashions in her capaThe funeral is being held today amount of alcohol, the greater
1971
the chemicals.
and quicker and with more style city as a fashion consultant for July 16,
represent 14.8 per cent and,in the
chances of accidents.
In the steels, U.S. Steel added State of Kentucky, 15.2 per cent. at two p.m. at the chapel of the the
than almost any other chick in a large chain of department ADULTS 98
most
our
that
of
means
"This
% to 31%, as did Bethlehem at The report notes that it was Max Churchill Funeral Home
Hollywood, paused momentarily stores. She'll next be- zipping NURSERY 10
are caused by heavy
to play what she calls "the best around the country to promote
22%. Republic fell ¼ to 23%. common, years ago, for parents, with Rev. Lonnie Knight of. accidents
drinkers," he said,"but until now
movie role I've ever had" oppo- her newest business endeavor,
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
General Motors rose ¼ to 77% when widowed, to move in with ficiating.
things we have really
site Connery in the newest of a line of wigs and organic cosBaby Girl Barnett(Mrs. Karen
In the autos. American Motors their married children so that Serving as active pallbearers the only
adventures,
Bond"
"James
the
is how to detect and
metics.
also picked up '7's to 6%, but they would not spend their are Melvin Culver, Jewell Jones, worked on
Lee Barnett), Route 3, Murray.
"Diamonds Are Forever." Jill's
-- • • •
Gary Youngblood, Roger Hud- punish the drunken driver. We
Chrysler dropped 14 to 25%. twilight years alone.
role
the
for
gal
appropriate
the
son, William Flood, and David have been concentrating on the
WHEN (and if) Jill departs
DISMISSALS
Ford lost % to 63%.
. . it's no secret she's a colToday, however, the threeautomobile, on the road and on
her permanent digs in Hollylector of same.
Burroughs fell a full point to generation household is a rarity. Hutson.
Miss Meleah Rose Paschall,
because we didn't
wood (excuse it, Beverly Hills),
• • •
116 in the electronics. RCA More and more of these grand- Burial will be in the Dixon traffic laws,
Route 4, Murray,Miss Akiko Lisa
handle the human
eased ns to 34%, with Westing- parents are living alone and Cemetery in Trigg County with know how to
A QUICK glance down the she'll leave behind a show-stop- Sigle, 501 North 6th, Murray,
the arrangements by the Max error."
roster of Jill's dates, boy friends per in her home: it's an eight- Miss Jeanie Riley, Regents Hall,
house down % to 91%.
liking it. Many of them are
For some people, drunken
and ex-ttuabsurds reads like a feet long aquarium along one MSU, Murray, Mrs. Elizabeth
Pan Am gained % to 13% in holding down jobs, full time or Churchill Funeral Home.
driving is a behavioral problem,
chapter out of the International wall of the living room and it
the airlines.
Walker Dowdy, Box 34, Route 3,
part time. They are aided by
Who's Who. In reverse order, contains saltwater fish only.
he said. "They use poor judgment
Murray, Ernest William Page,
• • •
laundry
social security benefits and other
are:
ex-husbands
her
when they drink to the point
Route 6, Murray, Mrs. Masie
my
hadn't
I
"If
stopped
eduheir
store
dime
Dubin,
Neil
heir
income.
where they do irresponsible
Lance Reventlow and singer cation for an acting career," Etha Owen,Route 3, Hazel, Lloyd
As for the young people, (Csnlhosikina Page 1)
things, and fer these peopl,
(Continued from Page 1)
Jack Jones whom she divorced says Jill who, it's reported, had Sills, Route 5, Murray, Mrs.
because of the greater freedom Victor Fuqua, assistant cure,ctot punishment max be the answer."
in 1969 but retains among her an I.Q. of 164, "I would be do- Marie Bramlett, Box 8, Hassel,
and therefore cannot be made the they have acquired in the last of the state office of
Arrest and a night in jail makes
ing something very important
close friends,
Mrs. Mary Etta Crouse, Route I,
basis of judicial decisions as te decade there is an increasing prehensive health planning
"The marriage was a failure," today. I would have been a
a marked impression on this type
Almo, Mrs. Holda Kathl
the limits of eights and duties, yet tendency on their part to live in Frankfort; Charles Martin Jr.
marine
biologist."
No
jokes,
"but
says,
often
she
laughingly
emsaid,
individual,
Daniel
of
it has been said that it is always their own apartments or houses executive of General Care Inc. phasizing that he did not adthe divorce was a success." Her please, nothing fishy about this. Herndon, 608 South 9th, M
Although Jill was once deep- Mrs. Sula Mae Cathey, 601
safe to read the letter of the away from the parental home. Nashville,
three marriages that failed conBethe vocate total abandonment of
Tenn.;
ly involved in the stock market Sycamore, Murray, Wlllia
Constitution in the spirit of the The net result, because of these Richardson, CPA, Murray; punishment intoxicated drivers
to
want
not
does
she
of
Jill
vinced
GIANT STEP — Visit
and made the financial pages Asberry McIllwain, Route 4,
Declaration of Independence. separations, has been a reduction Joseph M.Ryan, area su
involved in traffic accidents or President Nixon to Com- marry ever again. "I say I don't with some of her holdings, and
Murray, Miss Avis Minerva Ho
and the courts sometimes refer tc in the number of people per of Extendicare Inc.; Nadin alcohol-related arrests.
laughed,
again
she
to,"
WANT
also in much real e3tate, the
munist China, arranged by
1, Buchanan, Tenn.,
the Declaration of Independence household. It has dropped from a Turner, RN, director of n
"But punishment will not help his national security advis- "but that doesn't mean I realistic redhead says she has Route
Erie Opal Glover, Route
in determining Constitutional median of 3.0 persons per unit to at Murray-Calloway County
won't!"
her
disposed
of
land
holdings
goes
who
Kissinger
individual
of
A.
the type
er, Dr. Henry
questions".
The .dates and boy friends and unloaded her securities be- Hardin.
2.7 in the course of the last ten Hospital, and Mrs. Higgins.
into a bar planning on having a (top), should be a giant
have included Frank Sinatra cause she thinks the stock marSchoo
years.
the
of
H. L. Oakley dean
couple of drinks and then,
step toward ending virtual and Dean Martin, the Brazilian ket is nuttier than the movie
Tom Rushing left the teaching The figures show that the of Applied Sciences an because of something in his isolation of the world's
business.
Now You Know deed
field to work at the Bank of number of one-person households Technology at Murray, sai personality or physical makeup, most populous nation—and playboy, "B a by" Pignatari,
"I'm down to one 'Bond'.,"
Count Volpi of Venice, horseMurray. He was a good teacher in Calloway County is now 1,417 a officials of the universit cannot quit drinking," Daniel a step toward peace. Offi- man Ogden Phipps, Jr., jewelry said Jill, "and I'm getting divi- By United Press Interns
Since the distribution of
and should do well in his new big increase over 1960, when the "recognize the importance
cially inviting the Presi- king Gianni Bulgari. Lt. Gov. dends every time we do a scene
went on.
began in 1946, the
streptomycin
endeavor.
DaTexas,
together." And she's certain her
total was 626.
providing education assistance to "He continues to drink for dent during Kissinger's Benjamin Barnes of
death rate from tuberculosis in
personnel in health occupations three or four hours and then gets hush-hush trip to Peking, vid Wolper, David Frost, and career won't be sold short after
Henry Kissinger. this role. But she may have to the United States has dropped
..As a sales clerk was carrying
and we wish to assure par- In his car and drives home in a the capital, was Premier most recently
91 per cent
her life with be a bit bare-ish for it'
an armload at imported china, he
filling
also
is
Jill
(lower).
Chou En-lai
ticipants that every effort will
drunken condition. Punishment
tripped. The expensive dishes
exerted to make this seminar a is not going to help this type of
(Cestlased trim Page 1)
smashed on the floor of the
worthwhile and meaningful Individual," he said, adding that
department store before scores of reuruncanon of the country and experience."
"sometimes I think we use
shocked customers. From the the holding of free elections
punishment out of ignorance and
group emerged a distinguished- under a total cease-fire. The
desperation.
suppose
"I
gentleman.
looking
call came in a foreign office
"If we are going to stop ,the
that the stare will take the loss communique issued on Nationa:
crashes caused by the person for
out of your pay check," he said. Grief Day commemorating the
whom drinking is a he health
"Yes," the clerk sighed. "Ill division of North and Souti
then we are doing to
problem,
the
off
be months paying
Vietnam under the 1954 Geneve Federal State Market News
have to use health measures to
Accords.
Service July 19, 1970
individual.
"Well," said the gentleman, 'the government recalled it Kentucky Purchase Area Hog treat this
we will know enigh
"Someday
don't
"why
crowd,
turning to the
had asked two years ago that Market Report Includes 10
so
people
that punicshment
about
we take up a collection for this North Vietnam consider reunifi- Buying Stations
outdated," he said, "and
poor young man? Only a dollar or cation. U.S. sources said the Receipts: Act. 2240 Est. 900 will be
the more we get to know about
so apiece will help him."
statement, on its face, con- Barrows and Gilts 25c higher
people and human behavior, the
$60,
than
more
He collected
tained nothing new and could Sows steady
going to realize that
turned it over to the clerk, and not be interpreted as any sort US 1-3 200-230 lbs. $20.00-21175; more we are
there are better ways to handle
then vanished.
of startling peace bid.
US 2-4 190-240 lbs. $19.75-20.00;
"What a fine man," said a The U.S. command said 3,000 US 2-4 240-280 lbs $19.25-19.75; behavior we can't accept."
In addition to Daniel, others
touched onlooker.
more Americans were with- US 3-4 260-280 lbs $18.75-19.25;
appearing on the Wednesday
"Yes," said the clerk, and drawn from Vietnam last week Sows
he's a pretty smart store under President Nixon's Vietna- US 1-2 270-350 lbs. 115.00-16.00; program included:
John Ross, executive director
manager, too."—
mization program, but military US 1-3 300-550 lbs. $14.00-15.00;
the ICIngsport Council on
spokesmen confirmed that the US 2-3 450-650 lbs. $13.00-14.00 few of
Alcoholism and Drug Depenwithdrawal rate has falledn by down to $12.03.
dence, Kingsport, Tenn., and Dr.
30 per cent since mid-June.
Jerry Miller, associate professor
The rate had been averaging MASS WEDDINGS
with the Traffic Safety Institute,
about 2,750 men per week for PONTIAC, Mich. (UPI)—
Eastern Kentucky University.
From Th*
the last six weeks and before District Judge Robert E.
A panel of ministers and
that had been running at more Cunningham spent 9% hours
laymen taking part in a morning
than 4,000 a week since performing what he called "one
discussion o religion, alcohol
January. Spokesmen could give of the more pleasant aspects of
and alcoholima included:
but
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work under the new work rules,
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poor state of the economy:
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